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BitTorrent (BT) is still widely used, with the most popular content shared being
copyrighted. For the assessment of counter-measures, detailed and completeBTme-
asurements are required. Therefore, this thesis investigates how to collect and ana-
lyze complete BT data. Through the comparison of prior BT measurement studies
and their resulting data sets, a gap in existing measurements was identified. Specifi-
cally, measurements, or data sets, providing multiple samples per hour over weeks
while still covering tens of thousands of swarms were missing. Therefore, this thesis
makes the following contributions: (a) the design and implementation of a distri-
buted scalable BTmeasurement system, termed VIOLA, which can collect data sets
that fill the identified gap; (b) a data set covering 3 months, 70,000 swarms, and 3
samples per hour, proving that the VIOLA systemworks as designed and providing
the basis for novel insights in BT behavior; (c) a method to transform the measu-
rement data into graphs with different semantics building the basis for quantifying
user- and content-centric properties of the BT system.
First, swarm size estimators, i.e., simple andmaximum likelihood estimators, are
investigated through simulations and real world BT time series. Second, the col-
lection of swarms through random draws is modeled accurately to orchestrate col-
lection across multiple collectors. This problem is termed the BitTorrent Peer Col-
lector (BTPC). To solve this problem, an analytical model to predict the number of
tracker requests needed to collect a swarm is derived. Based on these insights the de-
sign of a distributed measurement system, termed Video Consumption in Overlay
Networks (VIOLA), is presented and explained. Different storage options for the
resulting data are discussed and tested.
To assess the capabilities of the VIOLA implementation and to collect a data set
that goes beyond the state of the art, two measurement runs were executed in April
2015 and fromMay to July 2016. The 2015measurementwas executedwith a simple
scheduler not considering swarm size for collection, resulting in a data set covering
14 days and 5,000 swarms. With an adaptive scheduler system, threemonths ofmea-
surements were collected in 2016. Resulting in 98% of swarm collections (3 times an
hour) collectingmore than95%of the swarm size reportedby trackers. Compared to
prior BT measurements, the VIOLA data set provides a new quality by combining
the time, content, and user dimensions in an unprecedented way. A first analysis
of the collected data shows that North America has fallen behind Asia and Europe
in the total number of active peers compared to prior studies. The popularity of
content, measured by maximum swarm size, shows an almost exponential distribu-
tion. Generally, tracker reported swarm sizes are lower than those collected from the
DistributedHashTable (DHT). The confiscation of the “Kickass Torrents” portal’s
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servers by the FBI, shows that a singlemeasurement snapshot can be very biased and
continuous measurements of BT swarms and sufficient level of detail, as provided
by VIOLA, are necessary to draw valid conclusions.
To analyze the collected data and quantify the importance of individual coun-
tries, Autonomous Systems (ASes), and content a method to transform the tracker
responses into a one-mode graph, allowing quantification of node centrality, is in-
troduced. Two options for projecting the two-mode (bipartite) BT network graph,
consisting of torrents and peers, are investigated. The first option is replacing the
torrent nodes with edges between the peers, whichwere aggregated to countries and
ASes with edges weighted according to the potential traffic exchanged with other
ASes. In the country graph, the United States is the most central country in all me-
trics followed byGB and CA. Despite efforts to eradicate content piracy, the United
States and Canada are important in the BT ecosystem. However, the AS network
weighted by the potential traffic shows that the Philippines are responsible for most
traffic during the whole measurement period. The second option is to replace peers
with edges between torrents, resulting in a content centric network. This graph can
be used to discover or recommend new content to users by following the edges of
content they already consumed. The content network allows to rank content accor-
ding to its centrality in the BT system through node centrality measures, providing
a new angle on the popularity of content. The application of those measures to the
VIOLAdata set reveals strongweekly patterns, caused by the release of new episodes
of the “Game of Thrones” show. Additionally, the release of a new episode caused
a peak in the centrality of older episodes and also popular movies such as “Captain
America CivilWar”. Thus, weekly patterns are a result of releases rather than a result
of the day of the week.
The network analysis shows how the noisy and redundant data from theVIOLA
measurement system can be transformed into a graph structure which can then be
used to calculate measures. Besides the benefit of providing information on the re-
lations between countries or ASes and between content, Social Network Analysis
(SNA) measures are a way of monitoring a system over an extended period of time.




BitTorrent (BT) erfreut sich immer noch großer Beliebtheit und wird vor allem
zumTeilen von urheberrechtlich geschützten Inhalten verwendet. Um Gegenmaß-
nahmen und Trends zu beurteilen sind detaillierte und komplette BT Messungen
notwendig. Folglich beschäftigt sich die vorliegende Dissertation mit der Frage, wie
man solche komplette BT Daten erheben und analysieren kann. Durch den Ver-
gleich früherer BT Messungen und der resultierenden Datensätze wird eine Lücke
in bestehenden Messstudien aufgezeigt. Spezifisch fehlen Datensätze oder Messun-
gen, welche mehrere Proben pro Stunde über mehrere Wochen bieten und immer
noch zehntausende Schwärme abdecken. Aus diesem Grund leistet diese Disserta-
tion folgende Beiträge: (a) den Entwurf und die Implementierung eines verteilten
und skalierbaren BT Messsystems, genannt Video Consumption in Overlay Net-
works (VIOLA), welches fähig ist besagte Lücke zu schließen; (b) einen neuen Da-
tensatz über 3 Monate, 70’000 Schwärme und 3 Proben pro Stunde. Dieser Da-
tensatz beweist, dass VIOLA wie vorgesehen arbeitet und somit die Basis für neue
Einsichten in das Verhalten des BT Systems und seinenNutzern bildet; (c) eineMet-
hode zur Transformation der Messdaten in verschiedene Graphen mit unterschied-
lichen Bedeutungen and denen sich Inhalt undNutzer bezogene Eigenschaften von
BT untersuchen lassen.
Zuerst wird in Simulationen und mithilfe einfacher BT Messdaten untersucht,
wie die Schwarmgröße mit simplen und größter Wahrscheinlichkeit basierter Ver-
fahren geschätzt werden kann. Danach wird die Sammlung kompletter BT Schw-
ärme durch zufälliges Ziehen mit Zurücklegen modelliert um die verteilte Samm-
lung zu koordinieren. Dieses Problem wird als BitTorrent Peer Collector (BTPC)
bezeichnet, in Anlehnung an das Sammelbilderproblem. Zur Lösung dieses Pro-
blems wird ein analytisches Modell zur Vorhersage der Anzahl benötigter Anfra-
gen (Ziehungen) hergeleitet. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen wird das verteilte
VIOLA System entworfen und implementiert. Verschiedene Persistenz Varianten
werden diskutiert und getestet.
Um die Fähigkeiten des VIOLA Systems zu beurteilen und einen Datensatz zu
erheben, der über die existierenden hinausgeht, wurden zwei Messreihen im April
2015 und von Mai bis Juli 2016 durchgeführt. Die Messung 2015 wurde mit einem
einfachen Steuerprogramm ausgeführt, welches nicht zwischen verschiedenen Sch-
warmgrößen unterscheidet. Das resultierte in einem Datensatz, der 14 Tage und
5’000 Schwärme abdeckt. Mit einem adaptiven Steuerprogramm wurde eine Mes-
sung über 3 Monate in 2016 durchgeführt. Das Resultat zeigt, dass von allen Pro-
ben 98% der Schwärme zu mindestens 95%, der angegebenen Schwarmgröße ge-
sammelt wurden. Verglichen mit früheren Datensätzen bietet VIOLA vor allem
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bezüglich der zeitlichen Komponente neue Qualitäten. Eine erste Analyse der Da-
ten zeigt, dass Nordamerika im Vergleich zu älteren Studien in der Anzahl an Nut-
zern hinter Asien und Europa zurückgefallen ist. Weiter zeigt die Popularität von
Inhalten gemessen an der maximalen Schwarmgröße eine fast exponentielle Vertei-
lungunddeckt sich somitmit älterenResultaten. Generell sinddie Schwarmgrößen,
welche von Trackern angegeben werden, kleiner als die Anzahl Adressen in der ver-
teilten Hash-Tabelle (Distributed Hash Table (DHT)). Die Beschlagnahmung der
Server des “Kickass Torrents” Portals durch das FBI zeigt, dass einzelneMomentauf-
nahmen nicht genügen um generelle Aussagen über BT zu machen, und dass kon-
tinuierliche Messungen notwendig sind um valide Schlussfolgerungen zu ziehen.
Um die gesammelten Daten zu analysieren und die Wichtigkeit einzelner Län-
der, Autonomer Systeme (Autonomous System (AS)) und Inhalte zu quantifizie-
ren, wird eine Methode vorgestellt um die Messdaten in einen einfachen Graphen
zu transformieren auf welchem dann die Zentralität der Knoten berechnet werden
kann. Zur Projektion des BT Graphen, bestehend aus Nutzern und Inhalten, gibt
es zwei Möglichkeiten. Die erste Option ist, die Inhalt-Knoten mit Kanten zwis-
chen den Nutzer-Knoten zu ersetzen, welche dann zu Ländern oder ASen mit Da-
teigrößen gewichteten Kanten aggregiert werden können. Im Länder-Graph sind
die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika am zentralsten, gefolgt von Großbrittanien
und Kanada. Trotz erheblicher Antipirateriemaßnahmen spielen die nordamerika-
nischen Länder eine zentrale Rolle im BT System. Demgegenüber steht die pro-
minente Rolle zweier philippinischer ASe, was bedeutet, dass der meiste Internet-
verkehr von diesen verursacht wird. Die zweite Option, Graphen zu erstellen, ist
die Nutzer durch Kanten zwischen Inhalten zu ersetzen. Dieser inhaltsspezifische
Graph lässt sich verwenden um Vorschläge zu berechnen, welche Nutzer interessie-
ren könnten, basierend auf derenHistorie. Weiter, kannmandamit die Inhalte nach
ihrer Zentralität ordnen und erhält eine neue Perspektive zur Popularität von BT
Inhalten. Die Anwendung verschiedener Metriken auf diesen Graphen hat gezeigt,
dass es starke wöchentlicheMuster in der Beliebtheit von Inhalten gibt. DieseMus-
ter erklären sich durch dieVeröffentlichungneuer Episoden beliebterTV-Serienwie
“Game of Thrones”. Interessanterweise wirken sich neue Veröffentlichungen auch
positiv auf ältere Episoden aus und auch beliebte Filme, wie “Captain America Civil
War”, sind davon betroffen. Daher kannman schlussfolgern, dass dieseMuster eher
mit der Veröffentlichung von Episoden als mit dem Wochenrhythmus der Nutzer
zu tun hat.
Die präsentiertenNetzwerkanalysen zeigen,wie redundante und rauschendeDa-
ten aus dem VIOLA System in einen Graphen transformiert werden können, auf
welchem dann verschiedene Metriken zur Bestimmung der wichtigen Knoten be-
rechnetwerden. DieseMetrikenbieten eine einfache und abstrakteMöglichkeit, das
BT System über lange Zeiträume zu überwachen und somit die Effekte verschiede-
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Continuous advances in broadband technologies enabled an increase of Inter-
net connection speeds and increased number of subscriptions over the last decade in
fixed and mobile access [25]. This advance has led to the emergence of on-demand
video streaming services, such as Netflix, HULU, and Amazon Video, challenging
traditional broadcast Television (TV) as well as digital media sales. Additionally,
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing systems, of which BitTorrent (BT) is by far the most
popular [54, 55], showed continuous increase of absolute network traffic in North
America and Europe. The emergence of those Video on Demand (VOD) servi-
ces significantly reduced the relevance of BT traffic. However, in Asia, BT is still
causing 29.76% of aggregated (upstream and downstream) traffic, and in Europe’s
and Latin America’s fixed networks it is ranked third of traffic producing applica-
tions [54]. According to [10] P2P file sharing accounted for 4,798 PB of Internet
traffic per month in 2015. Besides the traffic aspect, file sharing in general and BT
specifically is used to distribute copyrighted contentwhich is either not available in a
certain region or too expensive for some consumers. This content-piracy is harming
movie production [18] but also the music industry is affected. However, concrete
facts concerning BT usage are not publicly available since Internet Service Providers
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(ISPs) do not disclose the numbers of copyright infringement incidents of their cu-
stomers. Thus, BT is still a relevant and important research topic.
1.1 Revolution in Video Consumption Behavior
The home entertainmentmarket is undergoing changes in the ways video content is
consumed. Physicalmedia sales, such asDigital VersatileDiscs (DVDs) and Blu-Ray
Discs (BDs), are losing importance as sales numbers declinewhile streaming revenue
is rising [9]. This revolution is reflected in Internet traffic statistics [54], confirming
the importance of on-demand entertainment for ISPs and content providers. VOD
providers are not only competing against physical media and among each other, but
also against file sharing systems like BT [27, 52]. File sharing platforms have supe-
rior content catalogs to VOD services with movies appearing on BT portals before
their theatrical releases, e.g., “The Revenant” [3]. For content to become available
on VODplatformsmore time is required [20]. Therefore, file sharing platforms are
a good source for VOD to identifying the market potential of new content. The ea-
siestway tomonitor the popularity of BT content is tomonitor the portals, typically
providing an overview of the number of peers sharing a file.
Over the last years, file sharing peak traffic share has declined mainly due to the
rapid growth of real-time entertainment, e.g., VOD, traffic[54, 55]. However, in
absolute numbers, file sharing traffic is still expected to increase over the next five
years [10].
1.2 Content and Network Traffic
The Internet is comprised of Autonomous Systems (ASes) belonging to ISPs. ISPs
typically own one or more ASes which collectively constitute the domain of an ISP.
ISPs operate on different levels; the most simple distinction is access and backbone
(Tier 1) providers. Access providers sell their services to end-users, e.g., in the formof
DSL or Cable subscriptions. Backbone providers sell transit connections to access
ISPs, including transatlantic links that are unpractical for access providers to ope-
rate by themselves. Access providers seek to reduce their transit traffic cost by re-
aching a peering agreement with other access providers [46]. Peering agreements
typically do not involve payment but an exchange of traffic between the partners’
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Figure 1.1: Autonomous Systems and the potential file sharing traffic flow between them.
directly [11]. However, access providers, operating their own content delivery plat-
form [11, 71], have no incentives to peer with content providers. This situation leads
to conflicts between ISPs and content providers. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of
ASes and their different types of connections and the possible placement of content
caches.The SmartenIT project [73] investigated the optimization potential of over-
lay applications and the potential of overlay applications to optimize data center to
client traffic.
VOD is responsible for the largest portion of downstream traffic [10, 54, 55]. To
achieve this, content providers serve their content from different locations. There
are three options to deliver traffic to end-users:
1. Deliver from the content provider’s data center through a transit network.
This option is indicated in Figure 1.1 by a red arrow AS443 delivering data
through AS123 to an end-user in AS007, meaning that this is, trafficwise, the
worst option.
2. Deliver content from the content provider’s cache through a peering link to
the end-user in a neighboringAS. This option is indicated in Figure 1.1 by the
yellow arrow leaving AS443 to AS007, which is a good option as the peering
is typically free [11, 46].
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3. Deliver content from a content provider owned cache located on the premises
of an ISP [45]. This option is indicated in Figure 1.1 by the green arrows in
AS233 as the content is locally served and no inter-domain traffic is caused.
The availability of options 2 and 3 confirm that the technology and processes
to handle VOD traffic and reduce its impact on ISPs’ operative expenses exist. Ho-
wever, as numerous examples [22, 58, 71] prove, the political aspect of deploying a
technical solution remains a challenge. More progressive approaches [34, 35] sug-
gest caching content at the edge of the network within user controlled devices, such
as their personal computers or home routers.
P2P traffic has a different character than VOD traffic since it originates at the
access level of the Internet. Members of P2P systems are simultaneously downloa-
ding from and uploading to their peers. Thus, the impact on inter-domain traffic is
potentially larger than with VOD traffic. However, the delivery options are analo-
gous to the VOD case. Ideally, peers from the same AS trade pieces of a file and no
inter-domain traffic is caused. This case is illustrated in Figure 1.1 by the green arrows
between peers inAS443. The less optimal option is that peers frompeeringASes ex-
change data, which does not induce cost, as the peering is free, but the capacity of
the inter-domain link needs to be high enough to handle the traffic. Expanding the
capacity of a peering link often involves re-negotiations of peering agreements and
the cost of additional hardware and infrastructure [11, 46]. This option is illustrated
in Figure 1.1 by the yellow arrows connecting peers fromAS443 andAS007. The last
and least optimal case is the traffic flowing through an expensive transit link. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.1 by the red arrows crossing AS123 to connect peers from
AS443 andAS233. Studies [17] show that BT is not locality aware, i.e., BTdoes not
account for network topology when making connections.
1.3 VOD and Content Piracy
VOD providers claim to be the answer to the piracy problem and P2P file sharing,
arguing that piracy is reduced where big players start offering their services. Accor-
ding toNetflix’s CEOReedHastings, piracy prepared users for VOD services as they
learned what to expect from a streaming service [2]. By offering a better experience
than file sharing systems, VOD providers convince users to move from file sharing
to using and paying for their services. However, the reduction of piracy is relative
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since the traffic data shows only traffic shares [54], saying nothing about absolute
numbers of file sharing traffic. However, the relative increase of VOD traffic does
not imply that piracy is decreasing. Furthermore, those traffic shares were measu-
red during peak times, which does not necessarily reflect total traffic shares. Traffic
shares of single applications show that BT is still the most traffic generating applica-
tion in Asia’s fixed networks and third most in Europe’s and Latin-America’s fixed
networks [54, 55]. Thus, it can be stated that file sharing piracy remains an issue in
most parts of the world.
When entering a new territory VOD services face competition from the existing
television providers as well as from piracy [52], mainly in the form of BT. The time
span for content to become available on VOD platforms is typically longer than the
time it takes the same content to be available on file sharing platforms[3, 20]. There-
fore, it is important for VOD providers, to expand their catalogs in the new regions
to convince more file sharers of the advantages of VOD platforms. File sharing por-
tals can be used to identify popular content, if the portal is regionally bounded, e.g.,
a portal exclusively in the Dutch language, it can indicate regional content preferen-
ces. However, portals alone do not offer detailed insights in what content is down-
loaded in which regions. Thus a more detailed view on pirated content downloads
can help improve VOD catalogs and fight privacy.
1.4 Reasearch Questions and Contributions
The current situation as presented herein is not satisfying. Content piracy is still
a relevant problem which is not yet solved and accurate methods for measuring it
are not available. First, the traffic generated by BT is still high, and it is not optimi-
zed to avoid expensive inter-domain links like VOD traffic, which is typically cached
locally. Furthermore, the use of dedicated servers in foreign countries to avoid lo-
cal legislature increases inter-domain traffic even more, and this additional traffic
is not accounted for in file sharing statistics. Second, BT, being the most used file
sharing application, cannot be simply shut down, and continues to spread content
before it is available through legal channels. VODproviders are expanding into new
territories, requiring negotiations with content owners, e.g., movie studios. Thus,
providing content that attracts the most users is critical to success in a region. File
sharing portals are already used as an indicator of popularity for content. However,
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this approach is very limited as the level of detail in download statistics from those
portals is not high enough to identify detailed regional differences. Therefore, this
thesis investigates the following research questions to provide the data and tools to
monitor the state of the content piracy problem.
1. What is state of the art in BT measurement and monitoring?
(a) What are the most critical measurements and what are their conclusi-
ons?
(b) Where is the gap in existing BT measurement methodology?
2. How can this gap in BT measurements be closed?
(a) How can all peers sharing a file be identified?
(b) How can a BT measurement system be built?
3. Can BT be measured accurately?
(a) What accuracy can the designed system achieve?
(b) What resources are required to achieve a certain accuracy?
(c) Does the collected data confirm prior findings?
4. What insights can be gained with such a dataset?
(a) How can the raw measurement data be transformed to apply standard
methods to it?
(b) Which countries are important in BT
(c) Which ASes are creating the most traffic?
(d) Which content has the largest influence on the users?
This thesis’ structure is motivated by those questions. Thus, the contributions
provided by this thesis can be summarized:
• A survey of existing BT measurement and monitoring studies. Providing an
overviewof the key aspects of themost important BTmeasurements and sho-
wing the gap in existing BT measurement methodology.
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• To close this gap, the collection of BTpeers, i.e., the BitTorrent PeerCollector
(BTPC), is analytically analyzed and verified in experiments.
• The Video Consumption in Overlay Networks (VIOLA) measurement sy-
stem applying those findings is developed, and its key components’ design
and implementation choices are detailed.
• A dataset collected over three months, comprised of ≈ 70, 000 movies and
TV shows andmore than 110, 000, 000unique Internet Protocol (IP) addres-
ses.
• A method, capable of abstracting this amount of data to a graph of users or
contents, is presented. Social Network Analysis (SNA) methods are applied
on those graphs to identify important ASes, countries, and contents.
Those contributions improve the understanding of BT measurements, provide
a solution to apply this understanding in practice, and give insight into the chan-
ges of BT over time. The collected data can be used to monitor the effects of anti-
piracy measures taken in certain countries, such as the shift of traffic to countries or
ASes undermore liberal anti-piracy legislature. Furthermore, it allows ISPs to better
understand the traffic produced by BT users and to take appropriate measures,e.g.,
caching or expanding link capacity, before the release of popular TV show ormovie.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the rele-
vant background information on the BT protocol, its ecosystem, and on challenges
of measuring P2P systems in general. Furthermore, Chapter 2 provides a survey of
existing BT measurements and highlights the gap existing in current measurement
methodology, which is closed in this thesis. Chapter 3 provides an analytical inves-
tigation of the BTPC problem and verification based on real world measurements.
The second part of Chapter 3 presents the key design and implementation aspects of
theVIOLAmeasurement system. Chapter 4 presentsmeasurement results obtained
by applying the VIOLA system. Two data sets were collected, two weeks in April
2015 and three months in summer 2016, of which the metadata is described. Furt-
hermore, the quality of the data in those two data sets is analyzed and compared to
each other andpreviousmeasurements. Chapter 4 contains all required information
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for re-using those data sets. InChapter 5 the 2016 dataset is abstracted to a one-mode
graph on which SNA measures are applied to identify popular and important con-
tent connecting different clusters of potential VOD customers. Finally, the thesis is
concluded in Chapter 6.
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The BitTorrent (BT) Network has been used for file sharing for more than a
decade and sparked research interest since the publication of the original paper [13].
BT research focused not solely on the protocol and incentives, but also on measu-
ring the live system. Therefore, the necessary background information on BT and
its ecosystem are presented, followed by the background on BT measurement chal-
lenges and measurement categorization. Since several measurement studies were
conducted covering the dimensions: time, content, and users at different levels of
detail. A survey of themost prominent examples of those previousmeasurements is
provided. One notable example for such a purpose is locality awareness, aiming at
connecting peers that are physically close, to reduce inter-domain traffic. Various lo-
cality approaches tailored to BT are summarized, providing an overview of the state
of the art. Finally, previous BT measurements are visualized based on their level of
detail in those three dimensions. It is concluded that currently available measure-
ments do not offer all levels of detail needed to investigate content distribution on
a global scale.
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Figure 2.1: The entities of the BT ecosystem and their relations.
2.1 The BitTorrent Ecosystem
BT is a file distribution systembuilt onPeer-to-Peer (P2P) technology featuring pro-
perties like scalability, reliability and flexibility [59]. The basic idea behind P2P is
that every client is also a server and therefore all actors are called peers because they
are equal. BT implements this paradigm by applying a “tit-for-tat” principle [13],
which encourages peers to upload to improve their download speed. Therefore, the
more peers download a file, the more upload bandwidth will become available neu-
tralizing any potential bottlenecks in servers or data centers. The BT ecosystem’s
main components are introduced in this section as BT is the most popular P2P file
sharing system.
Figure 2.1 depicts the three steps comprising the traditional BT ecosystem. First,
a meta-info-file needs to be downloaded from a BT portal, which is a website. Se-
cond, a peer queries trackers found in that meta-info file to find other peers using
the BT’s tracker protocol. Third, peers establish a direct connection exchanging file
parts using the BT protocol. The following terminology is used:
File: can be a movie, software, or any other electronically stored information.
Sharing: offering a file to other participants of the BT network.
Torrent: a file being shared inBT. It is identifiedby the info-hash (cf. Section2.1.2).
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Peer: an entity that takes part in BT. Typically, a personal computer running a
BT client software.
Provider: a peer that has at least one piece of the torrent it is sharing.
Tracker: a server or service that keeps a list of peers for torrents andprovides random
samples out of those lists.
Node: an entity that participates in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), typically
using the same client software used for peers.
2.1.1 BitTorrent Portals
BT portals, or indices, are web-based portals which allow users to browse files cur-
rently being shared. Those files are typically categorized into categories, such as TV
shows, movies, and music. Furthermore, a portal offers .torrent files for download
or it provides magnet links which allow to download the required parts of a .torrent
file from other peers. The two most popular BT portals [19] are “The Pirate Bay”
[67] and “Kick Ass Torrents” [30]. Figure 2.2 illustrates how such a portal can look
like, in this case, the screenshot is from “The Pirate Bay”. Besides BT protocol spe-
cific information, they provide further details regarding the files they offer, such as
title, date published, comments, popularity, and more.
However, portals are not part of the BT specification since the protocol does not
specify how .torrent files are exchanged. Portals cannot be considered to be P2P sy-
stems due to their centralized (web server & database) nature. But BT portals are
important for users to share files through BT, enabling the discovery of newly pu-
blished torrents as well as popularity scores of torrents. This property is strength
and weakness simultaneously. While the lack of a built-in search and discovery me-
chanismmakes the BT system dependent on external resources it also decouples the
file distribution from discovery making BT also suitable for private file sharing [5].
There exist several private BT portals and trackers which can be joined only on invi-
tation.
2.1.2 .torrent or Meta-Info Files
Figure 2.3 shows the elements of ameta-info file, usually called .torrent-file. A .torrent-
file is a B-encoded dictionary which maps a string key to either a string, a number, a
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Figure 2.2: Screen shot of the Pirate Bay portal.
list, or a dictionary typed value. It contains all the necessarymeta-information about
a shared file, termed torrent. The files are typically downloaded from a BT portal
and stored with the .torrent file extension. The important parts in a .torrent file are
the announce or the announces and the info keys. The announce key maps to a single
tracker UniformResource Locator (URL) string where the announces keymaps to a
whole list of tracker URLs, the announces key is optional but widely used. The info
key maps to another dictionary that contains the details of the file(s) being shared.
This is the part that can be downloaded frompeers directly through themagnet-link
extension.
BT splits files into pieces for efficient distribution. The info dictionary contains
the number, length, and SHA-1 hash values of each piece. Under the piece length
value, the length in bytes is stored, this is typically a multiple of 2. The pieces’ value
stores a concatenation of each pieces’ 20 Byte SHA1 hash. Thus, it can be told how
many pieces the file was split into, by dividing the number of bytes in the pieces’
value by 20. Furthermore, the file size can be calculated from the piece length and
the number of pieces. However, there can be inaccuracies resulting from padding
12
Meta Info File
Announce: URL of tracker Info: map
Name: suggested name of the file
Piece Length: bytes in each piece
Pieces: concatenation of 20 Byte long SHA1 
values of all pieces
Length: length of the file
Announces: list of list of tracker URLs
Comment: free text
Creation Date: UNIX epoch  timestamp
Created By: name and version of the program
Encoding: name and version of the program
Figure 2.3: The main contents of a meta-info file for a single file download.
the last piece if the actual file size does not exactly fit. The info-hash is the SHA1
hash of the whole info dictionary, which is used as the identifier of the file, called
info-hash. The info-hash is sent to trackers to identify the swarm from which peer
addresses are requested.
2.1.3 Trackers
One important problem to solve in P2P systems is the bootstrapping process, or a
peer joining a group of peers sharing a file, termed swarm. In BT, this problem is
solved by the use of trackers which act as brokers between peers. To join a swarm,
a peer must query at least one tracker to discover members of the swarm. There are
two types of trackers: centralized and de-centralized. Centralized trackers are servers
which store lists of peers sharing a certain file. De-centralized trackers are built on
DHTs which belong to structured P2P systems [59].
2.1.3.1 Tracker Protocol
To discover providers, peers that are sharing a file, a peer needs to query a tracker.
A tracker is either contacted through an HTTP GET message or a binary UDP ba-
sed protocol. Either way, the URL of the tracker service can be found in the first
part of the meta-info file. The most important request parameter is the info-hash
which identifies the file. Further required parameters are: Peer-Identifier (ID), In-
ternet Protocol (IP) address, and port number. However, trackers typically use the
source address of the packets to register a peer since it might be behind a Network
Address Translation (NAT) gateway. Additionally, the total bytes downloaded, the
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Figure 2.4: Example communication between a peer and a tracker.
bytes still left, and the type of the event are sent with a request. The event parameter
gives the reason for the request which can be: started, stopped, completed, or blank,
which means that it is a regular announcement done in the interval the tracker spe-
cifies in its response. There are additional parameters which are not required but are
documented in [69].
Figure 2.4 gives a sample of the contents of a request and an answer. The ans-
wer is simply a list of peer addresses, consisting of an ID, an IP address, and port.
Furthermore, the response includes the announce interval, telling peers how many
seconds they should wait between two consecutive requests.
2.1.3.2 DHT-Tracker Extension
The BT DHT-Tracker extension is a fully distributed tracker which stores peer ad-
dresses under the info-hash. Two implementations exist: the Azureus Distributed
HashTable (AZDHT) [72] and theMainlineDistributedHashTable (MDHT) [60].
Both versions are based on theKademliaDHT[14], however, the latter is the official
protocol extension of BT.
A DHT works like a normal hash table as it stores and retrieves values identified
by a key. In its distributed flavor each participating node is responsible for a portion
of the address space where a node is an instance of the DHT implementation. Each
node has a 160-bit address which corresponds to the length of the info-hash. A node
is responsible for the keys closest to its identifier. Thus, the more nodes are part of
a DHT, the smaller is the address space for which an individual node is responsible.
Closeness in Kademlia is defined by an Exclusive Or (XOR) metric [44], thus, the
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distance between two nodes equals the XOR of their IDs. Furthermore, keys are
replicated to the 20 closest nodes to increase the robustness against failing nodes.
Table 2.1 compares the queries used by the two implementations used in BT and
the Kademlia standard. Both AZDHT andMDHT stick close to the original query
set. The queries may have different names in the different implementations, but
the functionality is the same. Only the Azureus implementation adds a KEY_BLOCK
query which can be used to request blocking and unblocking of keys. How this ex-
actly works was not documented at the time of writing. The two BT implementati-
ons added an error message as a possible return which is not a query and is therefore
not in the table.
Another difference is the bootstrapping process. TheAZDHTuses a hard coded
URL dht.vuze.com:6881 to contact the bootstrapping node. To reduce the load
on the bootstrapping nodeAZDHTcontacts are saved upon shutdownof the client
and peers discovered from other sources can also be used to bootstrap the AZDHT.
The MDHT stores several known nodes in the torrent-file besides the static boot-
strap node that can be reached under router.bittorrent.com:6881. Those no-
des are typically either original seeders or special bootstrap nodes like the one used
in the AZDHT. A few clients, like Vuze, support AZDHT as well as MDHT, the







Table 2.1: Comparison of the two BitTorrent DHT implementations and the Kademlia standard que-
ries.
2.1.4 BitTorrent Protocol
After downloading a .torrent-file and receiving a list of peer addresses from a trac-
ker, a peer will contact the peers in the list which are potential providers, peers that
can provide pieces of the torrent. Peers which have not completed the download
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Figure 2.5: The two basic message types used in the BitTorrent protocol.
are called leechers, and those who are only uploading are called seeders. The BT
protocol [12] governs the communication between peers.
Figure 2.5 shows a handshake message which peers exchange to connect to each
other. A peer can contact multiple providers simultaneously. The handshake mes-
sage for the standard BT protocol begins with a one-byte integer length prefix. The
prefix indicates the length of the following protocol description which for the stan-
dard protocol is “BitTorrent protocol”. Then a byte of zeros follows, this space is
reserved for protocol extensions which are partially used already. The last two fields
are the torrent ID and the Peer ID, both 20 bytes long. The torrent ID is the same
info-hash as described before. The Peer ID is just an identification string; the BT
protocol does not give any rules on how to determine it. The standard message can
be used for any communication. It consists of a length prefix, indicating the total
length of the message, a type field, indicating what the message is used for, and the
payload, containing the actual message.
Figure 2.6 shows a sample of a communication flow between two peers. After
receiving a handshake, the provider immediately returns a handshake with its tor-
rent and peer ID. If either the peer or the provider notices that the torrent ID is
wrong or it already has a connection to that peer related to that torrent, it drops the
connection [17]. Wrong in this case means that either the peer does not share that
particular torrent or the format iswrong. Theprovider’s handshake reply is followed
by the bit-field message indicating which pieces of the file it can offer for download.
Each piece of the file is represented by a bit, which is set to 1 if the respective piece is
available from that provider.
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Figure 2.6: A typical message exchange between a peer and a provider following the BT protocol.
Figure 2.6 also shows the different states a connection can have on both ends, e.g.,
a peer can choke a connection if it has no capacity left. Choking means that a peer
serves no more pieces to its neighbor. If capacity becomes available, the provider
sends an unchoke message to the client. A newly created connection starts as cho-
ked on both sides. According to the “tit-for-tat” mechanism, peers unchoke those
peers, which have uploaded the most pieces recently. The interested flag tells if a
neighbor wants to download a piece. There are also messages to set the interested
flag or remove it. Therefore, a peer must maintain four state bits, one for its choke
state, one for its interested state and two for the provider’s states. The states of the
sample connection between the peer and the provider are shown in the boxes.
Upon receiving a bit-fieldmessage, the peer determines if it is interested in a piece
of the provider. It updates its link state to interested and it sends an interested mes-
sage to the provider, which uses this message to update its link state. The provider
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knows now that as soon as it unchokes the peer, it will start sending requests. The
provider answers the request by sending a portion of the requested piece since pie-
ces are chopped into smaller blocks for easier transport. After the peer has received
a complete piece, it sends a have message to all of its neighbors to let them know
that it has that piece. Eventually, some neighbor may get interested in that piece
after receiving a have message. Based on this new piece, the peer has to adapt its
link states, maybe it is not interested in a peer anymore and therefore has to send
a “not-interested” message. This process continues until a peer has completed the
download. Then it will start seeding, that means the peer will serve pieces without
downloading.
2.1.4.1 Peer Exchange
The idea behind Peer Exchange (PEX) [40] is to reduce the load on trackers and
improve the connectedness of swarms. A peer sends a list of its neighbors to its neig-
hbors. Thus, a peer can receive new peers not only from the tracker but also from
other peers. PEX allows a swarm to keep together even if the tracker fails and it can
also reduce the load on a tracker. However, PEX can not substitute a tracker com-
pletely since it does not have bootstrapping capabilities. To benefit fromPEX a peer
must be in a swarm already.
Experiments have shown that PEX can improve download speed [74] but also
that PEXmessages have a significant degree of redundancy. There are twomain im-
plementations of PEX: Azureus PEX (AZPEX) and uTorrent (UTPEX). Themain
difference is that UTPEX sends separate lists for IPv4 and IPv6 peers. Developers
of both implementations have agreed to send a maximum amount of 50 peers per
message [68]. They also agreed that messages should only be sent everyminute. Re-
search on PEX has shown that peer discovery is very quick for the first 30%-40% of
the peers in a swarm but slows down and after 3000 seconds still has less than 60%
of the total peers discovered [74]. Thus, with progressing peer discovery, it gets in-
creasingly difficult to discover more peers of a swarm.
2.2 BitTorrent Measurement Background
MuchworkonBTmeasurements has beenpublished, ofwhich a selection is detailed
in this section. Before going into detail on priormeasurements general challenges of
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P2P and BTmeasurements and their classification are presented. Finally, the largest
or most important work in those categories is presented.
2.2.1 P2P Measurement Challenges
Overlay networks have received attention in research since their emergence, in the
form of Napster and Gnutella, in the late 1990s [56]. Specifically for BT measure-
ments, respective techniques, practices, and pitfalls arewell known and documented
[31]. Therefore, this section shall go into detail of general challenges in measuring
P2P systems and cover challenges specific to BT.
2.2.1.1 Lack of Overview
The decentralization of distributed systems has three principal advantages: scalabi-
lity, reliability, and flexibility. However, in a fully decentralized system, each entity
has its subjective view of the system. Thus, a complete and objective view of such a
system can only be gained by combining subjective views. In a DHT, for instance,
it is not trivial to find the total number of nodes currently participating. The num-
ber can be estimated with the information present on one node [33]. However, the
result might be biased.
2.2.1.2 Network Address Translation
P2P systems are mainly used by home users who typically get assigned a single dyn-
amic IP address to the entire household. As a consequence, home routers translate
the private IP addresses to the public address assigned by the Internet Service Provi-
der (ISP) combinedwith a port number. NAT is an issue for P2P systems in general,
as certain ports have to be forwarded by the router to a client which is listening for
incoming connections. The Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol solves the is-
sue of dynamic port forwarding, but it is not always implemented or activated on
home routers. In professional networks, e.g., in universities or offices, UPnP is typi-
cally not supported. The same effect is created by firewalls blocking incoming ports
which are also common in professional networks.
For P2Pmeasurements this has implications. A certain amount of peers will not
be reachable from the internet, limiting the possibilities of connecting to clients to
find outmore about the client software used or the connections a peer haswith other
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peers. Studies found that up to 57.8% of peers in a BT swarm are not reachable due
to being connected through a NAT device or a firewall [17].
2.2.1.3 IP addresses
Typically P2P users use the system from their homes through a Digital Subscriber
Line (DSL) or cable connection. A property of those connections is that the as-
signed IP address changes once in a while. Therefore, identifying peers by their IP
address can introduce inaccuracies in long-term analysis. According to a study [41]
IP addresses are usually changed when a new session is opened, thus, especially dial-
up connections suffer from frequent address changes. However, IP addresses are
typically not changed during an active session allowing to identify a peer during its
session which is usually longer than an internet browsing session.
2.2.1.4 Tracker and Coupon Collector
The BT network is orchestrated by trackers, which serve a maximum of 50 peers
randomly selected from their pool of known peers. Therefore, the random peer
selection results in redundancy of returned peers, especially for large swarms requi-
ring many samples. Discovering all peers of a single swarm is an instantiation of the
coupon collector problem [75] (cf. Chapter 3).
2.2.2 Categorization
BT measurement studies can be categorized in three different categories: macrosco-
pic, microscopic, and complementary [31]. Macroscopic studies cover thousands
of swarms but only in limited detail. Microscopic studies capture the detail of a few
swarms. Complimentary approaches gobeyond thebasicmeasurementpossibilities.
Capturing the entire BT system in full detail is considered to be impossible due to
the enormous number of peers and connections between them. BT measurements
are always a tradeoff between resolution and coverage.
2.2.2.1 Macroscopic Measurements
Macroscopic studies of the BT network cover high-level facets of participating no-
des (or users) for large parts of, or even the whole overlay network. However, those
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measurements do not provide any details on overlay nodes’ connections or perfor-
mance. Technically, these studiesmostly use crawlers for BT portals (such as Kickass
Torrents [30]) and trackers but do not connect to overlay nodes themselves to col-
lect data. An example of a distributedBTmeasurement is [24] based on [23], which
collected information by crawling trackers and index sites. However, snapshots or
only high-level data were collected. Only one of their experiments recorded detailed
IP addresses over 88 hours from 16 swarms. Another study [53] was measuring up
to 100,000 swarms in snapshots and, thus, is limited in the time dimension.
2.2.2.2 Microscopic Measurements
Microscopic studies provide highly detailed insights into smaller parts of the overlay
network, e.g., inside a group or a swarm [17]. Unfortunately, those measurements
do not document a complete picture of a network, mainly due to the effort that
is required to collect those detailed insights for thousands of swarms. Microscopic
studies typically follow a white box approach, in which the protocols under investi-
gation need to be altered for specific interactions with the measurement infrastruc-
ture. Thus, in the case of overlay networks, this approach involves a reimplemen-
tation of parts of the overlay management protocols, i.e., the BT protocol. These
altered clients are used to connect to overlay nodes and to receive internal informa-
tion about them, such as client type, version, or bit-fields, used to advertise what
pieces of a file are available from a peer. With this technique, connections between
overlay nodes in traffic flows can be deduced [17]. Like their macroscopic counter-
parts, microscopic studies typically look at snapshots of the network only. When
connecting to overlay nodes, the problem of unreachable nodes arises due to NATs
applied inmany networks. Thus, even on a small scale, it is very hard or even impos-
sible to achieve a complete picture of connections and their performance between
peers. However, this is not considered to be problematic for VIOLA, since it will
collect data on a lower level of detail and, therefore, does not require to be able to
connect to nodes at all.
2.2.2.3 Complementary Approaches
Complementary approaches did augment those, micro- and macroscopic, measu-
rements by adding DHT (Distributed Hash Tables) functionality to their crawlers
[28] or by the use of plugins [8] for popular BT clients. [51] used vantage points
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to collect a detailed dataset on peers and their interconnections. However, the col-
lected data does not allow to identify the content shared, which is a drawback as it
does not allow conclusions on content popularity.
2.3 Survey of Previous BitTorrent Measurements
The most important prior BT measurements are discussed to provide an overview
of the state of the art before this thesis. This survey focuses on macroscopic studies
as these are best suited to provide large-scale data to investigate location local content
popularity and piracy, i.e., data containing the three dimensions: time, content, and
users. In BT the time dimension includes the online time of peers and torrents but
also the sampling rate and the total time covered by the measurement. The content
dimension is reflected by torrents which are metadata of the content that is being
downloaded. In P2P systems, users are typically identified by IP addresses and port
numbers. The BT measurements presented differ in the level of detail they cover in
each of those dimensions. To clarify these differences, those measurements are sum-
marized and compared according to the parameters: measurement type, detail of
data, samples taken, time covered, and the number of swarms measured. For com-
pleteness, one interesting example of a microscopic study is also presented. Several,
of those studies, can be considered complementary according to the classification in
[31]. However, complementary techniques can be used for macro- andmicroscopic
measurements. Therefore, the measurements are classified in macro and micro.
2.3.1 On Blind Mice
The “Ono” plugin [8], further described in Section 2.4.2, was used to create vantage
points in the BT network at the peers that installed it. Since “Ono” was installed in
the client software, it was able to gather details of connections a peer was having,
but for privacy reasons, the data does not allow to identify content shared. The
data was collectedmainly to understand the network impact of BT by analyzing the
paths between peers, which is described in [51]. The “Ono” measurement can be
classified as complementary and microscopic since it collects traffic and connection
information by deploying a software component to BT users.
The data gathered for [51] was reportedly collected by more than 1,260,000 in-
stallations of the “Ono” plugin. However, the paper states: ”Altogether, our dataset
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contains traces from more than 500,000 IPs located in 3,150 Autonomous Systems
(ASes)” [51], which must mean that only 500,000 of the 1,260,00 installations were
active during the collection. Datawas collected betweenNovember 2008 through to
November 2010, although not continuously. The study used traceroute data which
was collected from randomly selected neighbors of vantage point peers. As the data
is only described on a high-level it is not possible to say what exactly was collected.
The results of the paper [51] showed that: BT was evolving during their measu-
rements (2008 - 2010), a significant amount of traffic stays local, and it is not feasible
to measure P2P systems only in higher tier networks as more than 50% of the traf-
fic is routed through smaller transit ISPs. The locality of traffic result contradicts
some other work, and no explanation is given to that. The “Ono” plugin can be
considered amicroscopic study as it actively changed parts of the client software and
it reveals also detailed peer interconnection information. However, the amount of
data collected withing the “Ono” study leads to the perception that a macroscopic
measurement had been performed.
2.3.2 BT AS Structure
[23, 24]present an extensive collectionofBTdata sets fromthe years 2008 and2009.
Three types of measurements were used to acquire those data sets: portal parsing,
trackermonitoring, distributedmonitoring. Portal parsingwas done using a crawler
that went through the portal and collected the seeder and leecher numbers for each
torrent found. Tracker monitoring was done by issuing scrape requests to a tracker
which return seeder and leecher numbers of the swarm. Distributed monitoring
made use of global research facilities to issue many announce requests to trackers
and collect the peers returned by those.
First, the swarm size results from all measurements are used to compare swarm
sizes between the data sets. This comparison shows that different data sets show dif-
ferent swarm size distributions. The first discovery is that the dataset with torrents
released in the last 24 hours had the biggest swarms, except the most popular data-
set which has naturally the highest swarm sizes. The second important observation
is that Movie and TV data sets have higher swarm sizes than the Music dataset. A
reason for this could be the smaller file size which leads to shorter session times. The
last observation was the swarm sizes following the Pareto principle, i.e., 80% of the
peers belong to 20% of the swarms, meaning that most swarms are very small.
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Second, with the swarm size results from the portal monitored TV dataset, the
time-dynamics of swarms were investigated. The results do not show a correlation
between swarm size and swarm fluctuations. However, the swarm size evolution
showed distinct diurnal patterns for some content which was mainly of regional in-
terest due to its language. Auto-correlation analysis showed that only about 5.7% of
the swarms show a distinct day-night behavior. Unfortunately, the authors do not
tell what fraction of peers is in those 5.7% of swarms.
Third, thebiggest part of the analysis revolves around theAS structure of swarms.
For this purpose, only the distributed monitoring data sets could be used as IP ad-
dresses are required to determine the AS or country which they originate from. The
first conclusion related to the AS structure was that bigger swarms have a higher po-
tential for improving traffic locality, which leaves an optimization potential of 65%
for the Movie dataset. The authors found that the AS size correlates to the number
of peers in an AS only for large swarms. However, this result is likely biased as the
distributed monitoring takes several hours and, thus, some ASes are experiencing a
peak while others experience a through. Also in the case of a swarm with little fluc-
tuation, it was found that most peers come from one AS hosting servers. The article
explained this effect with fake peers being introduced to disturb the system. Ho-
wever, it is more likely that so-called ”seed boxes” are hosted in that AS which are
rented by users to have faster downloads or to run their torrent client 24/7.
This work presented a careful measurement and analysis on the BT network.
Different macroscopic measurements are used to gain insight in the AS structure
of swarms. The measurements using portal crawling and tracker monitoring co-
ver a large number of swarms and up to 36 hours but reveal only high-level infor-
mation about those swarms. Distributed monitoring gives detailed information on
swarms allowing to investigate their AS and geographical structure. However, either
only snapshots were taken (which take hours to collect) or a very limited amount of
swarms was covered. Furthermore, the article finds that the distribution of Peers
over ASes follows a power law distribution which is again observed in the popula-
rity of swarms as 20% of the swarms contain 80% of all peers.
2.3.3 Unraveling the BitTorrent Ecosystem
[76] collected an overview of the BT ecosystem consisting of private and public por-
tal sites, trackers, and torrents. Additionally, the DHTs and PEX peer discovery
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mechanisms are mentioned but not considered in the remainder of the article. Alt-
hough the authors claim to have discovered 8.8 million .torrent-files between July
25, 2008 and April 22, 2009, the number of unique info hashes in those files was
only 4.6 million. The files were acquired from 5 torrent portals. With a distribu-
ted tracker crawler and 35 worker nodes, snapshots of all discovered torrents and
trackers were acquired. Collecting a full snapshot was reported to take 12 hours.
For the analysis covered in the article, a snapshot from April 22, 2009 was used. In
that snapshot, only 1,192,303 torrents were found to have at least one peer and were
considered active.
The first question investigated was the overlap of active torrents on the different
portals with the result of highly active torrents being shared on most portals and
the less active torrents having more distinction among the portals. The most active
tracker at that time was ”The Pirate Bay” which tracked almost 5million peers. The
article found that only 1%of the torrents had a swarm size larger than 100, which im-
plies that most torrents are not very active. Accordingly, the swarm size distribution
showed a very clear Zipf behavior. The authors claim that only 44% percent down-
load multiple files at once. However, such a conclusion can not be reliably drawn
from a snapshot that takes 12 hours to collect since only a few users stay online for
12 hours or more. Resolving the IP addresses geo-location revealed that most peers
resided in theUSA, this could be an effect of the time of day the collectionwas done.
To measure 4.6 million torrents was an ambitious goal, requiring a significant
amount of time to collect all the peers of all swarms. A collection of peer addresses
acquired over 12 hours does not reflect an accurate snapshot of a system as dynamic
as BT. There will be completely different users, i.e., peers, active at the beginning
and the end of the collection. Therefore, it is invalid to compare individual peers
between torrents. The study is of macroscopic nature, although, complementary
measurement approaches, i.e., DHT and PEX, are applied.
2.3.4 Deep Diving
[53] conducted a measurement study to collect IP addresses of BT swarms. The
crawler described in the paper uses only a single machine to query all trackers of a
torrent repeatedly. The torrents were collected from ”Mininova” and ”The Pirate
Bay” torrent portals.
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Table 2.2: Overview of measurements from [53].
Source Torrents #IPs #ISPs Time
Mininova latest 40 k 3.9 M 10.4 k 3 snapshots in 3 w
Mininova latest 3 k 17.4 M 10.5 k 24× 1 h
Pirate Bay top 600 21.9 M 11.1 k 24× 1 h
Table 2.2 gives details on the differentmeasurements conducted in [53]. The first
one included the latest 40,000 torrents fromMininova andwas executed three times
with one week between measurements. The paper states that a complete snapshot
took 90 minutes to complete which is a long time span for a snapshot as churn will
have some effect during this period. The IPs and ISPs are per snapshot. The other
twomeasurements cover fewer torrents but were executed hourly for a full day, and
the reported numbers are per full day.
Amore detailed description of the torrents investigated would be desirable since
those torrents areused tomodel locality and inter-domain traffic. At least, the average
file size of the torrents should be considered. The time dimension of the 40 k tor-
rents measurement is very weak as it is only done once every week it does not reflect
diurnal or day ofweek effects. The smaller twodata sets can showat least diurnal pat-
terns but are very limited in the number of torrents they cover. Furthermore, there
is no indication in the paper at what exact dates and times thosemeasurements were
executed. The measurements and the resulting dataset is of the macroscopic type.
2.3.5 Exploring BitTorrent Topologies
A microscopic BT study [17] documents a method able to discover connections in-
side a BT swarm without instrumenting clients like the “Ono” [51] plugin. The
method exploits a feature of the BT protocol termed collision, meaning that a peer
will drop a connection immediately during the handshake phase if it realizes that a
connection with the same peer ID is already established. The measurement system
needs to discover all, or at least most peers of a swarm by repeated tracker queries.
Several nodes will then start the handshake procedure with the discovered peers, le-
arning the peer ID from the opposite peer. Knowing the peer IDs ofmost peers, the
nodes can spoof the handshake to impersonate another peer by using its ID. The-
refore, a collision, i.e., a dropped connection, means that the peer, of which the ID
was used, and the target have a connection.
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There are other reasons for connection drops during the handshake phase, pro-
ducing false positives. Those reasons are: the target peer has already the maximum
of allowed active connections, peers might block the IP of the measurement node,
or the target left the swarm. The first case can be detected by delaying the handshake
exchange for a few milliseconds since the connection will be dropped immediately
if the peer’s connection pool is empty. Blocking and old peers can be filtered out
later if they never showed a negative result throughout the measurement. With an
instrumented client it was determined that 85% of connections are open for 400s or
longer which gives a period in which a measurement should be conducted.
The detected connections between peers were used to determine if the locality is
better or worse than in a random graph by calculating the average connection dis-
tance which should be equal to the average of all possible paths in a random graph.
33 swarms between 50 and 500 peers show that there is no locality present in BT.
The presentedmeasurement approach is very useful and provides detailed informa-
tion about a swarm. However, the applicability is limited as the connection disco-
very complexity is in theOrder ofO(N2), rendering themethod infeasible formany
large swarms.
This work is an example of a microscopic measurement as detailed information
about peers of a single swarm is collected by re-implementing part of the BT proto-
col. The most important result of this work is the confirmation that a BT swarm is
equivalent to a random network, which has implications for models of BT.
2.4 P2P Locality Awareness
The motivation behind locality awareness in overlay networks is to improve service
qualitymetrics such as delay or packet loss and inter-domain traffic, which is usually
a bottleneck and incurs a cost to ISPs. Therefore, it is beneficial to increase locality
in BT swarms, which can, in turn, improve performance for the users [8]. In the
context of overlay networks, locality does not necessarily translate to physical close-
ness. Locality can also be understood as closeness concerning network hops or delay.
The reason for this semantic duality is that hop count and physical closeness are not
correlated on a microscopic scale, i.e., a network connection between physical neig-
hbors can run through another city if the neighbors use different ISPs. However,
on a macroscopic scale, physically close users, i.e., from the same country or even
continent, are typically also close in networking terms compared.
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2.4.1 Biased Neighbor Selection
Biased Neighbor Selection (BNS) [4] reduces cross-ISP, or inter-domain, traffic.
The approach is to connect peers that are in the same ISP with a few exceptions
to prevent fragmentation of the swarm. A solution like this can be implemented on
tracker or peer levelwith the help of IP toASmaps. It is possible for ISPs to intercept
and modify tracker responses to include more local peers.
BNS was evaluated by simulating 14 ISPs with 50 peers each which had a homo-
genous asymmetric bandwidth of 100 kbps upload and 1 Mbps download respecti-
vely. ISPs were connected in a full mesh topology together with some university
nodes that had symmetrical bandwidths. The results show that BNS reduces vari-
ation in download times and reduces traffic redundancy, traffic repeatedly coming
into an ISP’s domain.
2.4.2 Biased Peer Selection
The “Ono” plugin was developed for the Vuze BT client, formerly known as Azu-
reus, introduced by [8]. The goal of “Ono” is to improve the BT topology such
that peers close to each other prefer downloading from each other, this approach is
also called biased peer selection, which is a variation of the BNS approach discussed
before.
To determine proximity of peers “Ono” exploits Domain Name System (DNS)
resolution of large ContentDeliveryNetworks (CDN), since those already collected
information on network topology to assign requests to the closest server. The argu-
ment is that close peers will be redirected to the sameCDN subnet. After comparing
the cosine similarity of each peer’smaps,mappingCDNhostnames and subnets, the
most similar peers are preferred. The authors claim that “Ono” can execute DNS
lookups on behalf of peers that do not have the plugin. However, the authors did
not explain how this is done, since DNS lookups on behalf of others is not an of-
ficially supported feature of DNS. Besides DNS lookups, also traceroutes and AS
hops are collected, it is likely that those data was used to bias neighbor selection of
non-“Ono” peers.
The results show that AS hops can be reduced by 50% and many paths can be
found to peers inside the same AS. Examples revealed that ISPs that allocate more
bandwidth to intra-domain traffic increase the performance BT in conjunctionwith
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“Ono”. Finally, CDN domain name resolution proved to be a feasible oracle for
proximity between peers.
2.4.3 Biased Unchoking
Biased Unchoking (BU) [47] is an optimization of BNS on a lower layer of the BT
protocol. The choking algorithm orchestrates to which peers chunks are uploaded.
It works in a round robin fashion where every 30 seconds the neighbor peer which
uploaded the most is unchoked, meaning uploading starts. The neighbor that was
unchoked the longest is again choked. This algorithm enforces the ”tit-for-tat” in-
centive scheme in BT, meaning that peers, which upload more, can also download
more [13]. Seeders select peers to unchoke randomly as no upload is present, this is
called ”optimistic unchoking”.
BU is applied on seeders to unchoke local peers more often than remote ones.
Thus, an oracle service, which gives a closeness score for two IP addresses, is needed.
For the simulator in [47] the AS hop distance was used with a threshold of zero,
meaning that only peers in the same AS are preferred and are also unchoked as long
as preferred peers are present.
A simulation was used to compare standard BT with BNS, BU, and BNS com-
bined with BU. The results show that BU and BNSwork very well together and can
greatly reduce inter-domain traffic if the network is under high load. The combi-
nation of BNS and BU is especially useful in scenarios that have bottlenecks on the
inter-domain links as the performance of the BT network can be increased. Howe-
ver, the simulation seems to ignore the fact that peers can unchoke more peers if
their bandwidth is not entirely utilized which would possibly also improve the per-
formance in the constrained inter-domain link scenario. Finally, investigations on
how BU affects the ”tit-for-tat” incentive and free riding are yet missing.
2.4.4 Neighbor Suggestion
Neighbor Suggestion was first described in [17] and is based on PEX since it can be
applied without changing client software. A special agent is opening BT connecti-
ons to peers in a swarm and uses PEXmessages to suggest new peers to its connected
peers. Those suggestions are biased to provide as many local peers, as there are avai-
lable from the tracker, increasing the chances of local connections being made. The
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implementation was done in similar fashion as the measurement approach descri-
bed in Section 2.3.5 having one coordinator and several worker nodes which make
the connections.
The evaluations conducted used a measurement method (cf. Section 2.3.5), al-
lowing to show the impact of applying Neighbor Suggestion to BT swarms. The
presented results from 79 swarms indicate that on average locality is improved by
roughly 6%. The improvement is small while the solution is quite difficult to de-
ploy on a large scale capable of managing all existing swarms. However, the work
showed that potential for the locality in optimizations in BT still exists and that for-
merly proposed solutions did not find their way into practice.
The survey of literature presented herein covers the field of BT measurements
and locality mechanisms. With the relevant related work reviewed, the current state
of research is summarized and an existing gap in BT is identified.
2.5 Gap Analysis
A selection of the most significant measurement studies was described and catego-
rized. To provide an overview of those macroscopic studies, Table 2.3 presents the
covered studies and their keymetrics. For each dataset presented in relatedwork, the
most extensive representative is present. For some of those data sets the information
provided in the corresponding literature was incomplete, often the time it took to
gather a snapshot, denoted ΔTime, is missing. The last dataset, Blind [51], does not
fit the comparison very well as it collected different data than the others and can not
be clearly put in one measurement category. However, it was included for comple-
teness. The VIOLA 2016 dataset (cf. Section 4.2.1) is included here to show that it
fills the gap in BT measurements.
Table 2.3 summarizes the key parameters of the previously presented macrosco-
picBTmeasurements. The type columndefines how themeasurementwas executed
the options are portal crawling, tracker crawling, distributedmeasurement, PEXcra-
wling, or the “Ono” plugin. Samples indicate howmany samples were taken during
the whole measurement and ΔTime is the total time taken for the measurement.
Detail is related to the level of detail covered by the measurement, i.e., seeder and
leecher numbers (S/L) found on portals and trackers or IP addresses. The last co-
lumn, #Swarms, indicates the number of swarms covered.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of key attributes of macroscopic BT data sets.
Data Set Type Detail Samples ΔTime # Swarms
TV. [24] Portal S/L 96 36 h 63,867
Pop. [24] Tracker S/L 1 n/a 4,463
Grp. [24] Distributed IP 440 88 h 16
Mus. [24] Distributed IP 1 n/a 135,679
Zhang [76] Distributed IP 1 12 h 1,192,303
mn40k [53] Tracker/PEX IP 1 90 m 40,000
Blind [51] Ono IP n/a 1+ y n/a
VIOLA 2016 Distributed IP 6,624 2,208 h 70,291
The table is visualized as a bubble chart in Figure 2.7, which presents the number
of swarms covered by the dataset on the y-axis on a log scale and the samples per hour
on the x-axis. The size of the bubbles shows the level of detail; small bubbles consist
only of seeder and leecher numbers whereas the larger ones also contain IP addres-
ses of the peers. Not available values, depicted “n/a” in the table, were replaced with
1. The Blind [51] dataset is, thus, counted as having one swarm due to the lack of
identification of swarms in the data, although more than one swarm was measured.
The other bubbles gather almost on a line, reflecting the trade-off between covering
a high number of swarms and a low ΔTime per sample. Either many swarms can
be covered, or many samples can be repeatedly taken within a short period of time.
However, before the VIOLA 2016 measurement, there was a gap at around 100 to
10,000 swarmswith 2 to 4.5 samples per hour. Under the aspect of the Pareto effects
of peer distribution, i.e., 20% of swarms have 80% of the peers this is the most in-
teresting area to conduct a measurement since only the large swarms are of concern.
Thus VIOLA is covering this gap.
The key aspect, which received little attention in previous work, is the measure-
ment methodology itself. Although reasonable assumptions were typically made,
they were not investigated closely. The largest gap here is in the time dynamics of
swarms in the short term. It remains to be investigated how accurate ameasurement
is that takes a minute or more since a swarm is constantly changing. Furthermore,
the question of how to acquire a fully accurate snapshot is to be answered, or a quan-
tification of the error should this not be possible. A further aspect that was not con-
sidered in most measurements is DHT tracking which has become more and more
important, especially since the introduction of magnet links which work without a
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of prior BT measurements.
tracker meaning that some peers might not use trackers at all. Those measurements
potential miss a significant part of the system.
Existing studies [24, 17] confirm that there is no location bias in the BT network
although several mechanisms have been proposed. The “Ono” [8] plugin was one
of the few locality awareness mechanisms that were officially available to users. Ho-
wever, with the shrinking popularity of the Vuze client, the plugin loses relevance.
All data sets described are a few years old and, thus, it is worth investigating if the
random distribution is still observable. There is still little to no research on content
popularity under the aspect of locality and no long-term data to investigate these is-
sues is available. The question of what characteristics of content define where it will
be consumed most is only partially answered. There are indications that language
has an influence but is not the sole factor defining the locality of content. However,
such knowledge would be beneficial for multiple stakeholders, e.g., for ISPs to opti-
mize caching andprefetching, for content providers to definewhich content tomake
available in which regions, or even for P2P users who can benefit from performance
gains.
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Based on these issues discussed, the following areas are identifiedwhich are prime
research targets to provide scientific contributions:
1. BT measurement methodology in general and specifically regarding DHT
tracking.
2. Long-term observation of swarms with multiple samples per hour over a pe-
riod of months.
3. Analytic methods and their results to investigate important countries and
ASes as well as the effects of content popularity.
Therefore, Chapters 3 to 5 provide detailed descriptions of those contributions.
Specifically, Chapter 4 revisits that gap analysis presented in Figure 2.7 to show how
the measurements system presented in this thesis can close that gap.
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Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually to im-
provement. If you can’t measure something, you can’t understand it. If




VIOLA – Measuring BitTorrent
Collecting all peers of a swarm is challenging as the system does not – by
design – support such a collection. Thus, an analytical analysis of the problem of
collecting all peers from a swarm is required. Based on this analysis, the design and
implementation of a measurement system to close the gap in BitTorrent (BT) mea-
surements (cf. Section 2.5) are presented.
To collect a complete swarm one needs to know how big the swarm is, i.e., to de-
termine when the collection is complete. Due to BT’s distributed architecture with
many trackers and two Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) and due to the abundance
of client software and index sites available, it is very unlikely that one entity knows
all peers being active at any point in time. Additionally, measurements involving
trackers or DHTs take time, during which the state of a swarm is changing due to
churn. Thus, churn might lead to inaccurate measurements and needs to be inves-
tigated. Since the collection of all peers from one or multiple trackers is a modified
version of the Coupon Collector Problem [75], the newly termed BitTorrent Peer
Collector (BTPC) is introduced here. This new approach contributes and evaluates
a novelmethod to estimate swarm sizes based on tracker orDHTresponses. For that
evaluation, a dataset was collected, containing tracker and Distributed Hash Table
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Table 3.1: Notation used for the remainder of this thesis.
Symbol Description
N Real swarm size, i.e., ground truth
N∗ Estimated swarm size
k Number of peers in a response
krel Response size relative to swarm size
Δk Time required for one request
M Number of unique peers collected
M∗ Predicted unique peers collected
Y Number of total peers collected
i Number of queries
λ The join rate of peers per second
(DHT) responses for one swarm over 24 hours. Based on this dataset an analysis of
the impact of churn on measurements and estimations is performed.
This measurement and its validation provide the basis for the design and imple-
mentation decisions presented in Section 3.3 to design the VIOLA measurement
system which can fill the existing gap in BT measurements. The requirements of
such a system are elicited before a scalable architecture is presented. Finally, the uni-
que design decisionswhichwere required to build theVIOLA system are presented.
Table 3.1 presents the notation used in this chapter.
3.1 The BitTorrent Peer Collector
TheBitTorrentPeerCollector (BTPC) [37]problem is a combinationof theCoupon
Collector (CC) and Reverse Coupon Collector (RCC) problems as a swarm’s size is
unknown and tracker responses are random. The original CC can be stated like:
Given that there areN different coupons available in boxes of a certain
product, what is the probability that after buying M such boxes, one
will have collected exactly i different coupons? [32]
Applied to BT this means that N is the swarm size, the boxes are the tracker re-
sponses, and M is the number of received peer addresses. However, there is a dif-
ference. Tracker or DHT responses contain multiple distinct peer addresses, unlike
the single coupon in a box. Although trackers include the number of seeders and
leechers of a swarm within their responses, a tracker only knows the peers that re-
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Swarm N Collection M
Response of size k
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the BTPC.
gistered with it. Since there are typically multiple trackers used for one torrent, it
cannot be assumed that one tracker knows all peers in a swarm. Furthermore, some
peers might not even use a tracker and rely solely on the DHTs for peer discovery.
Therefore, to answer the question the only option is to estimate howmany peers are
in a swarm,i.e., the RCC:
For fixed i,M, what value ofNmaximizes the probability p(i,M;N)?
That is, given i,M, what is themost likely value ofN in theMaximum
Likelihood sense? [32]
The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) for the RCC [32] can be used to
answer how many peers need to be collected from trackers and DHTs to collect the
whole swarm. The difference to the classical Coupon Collector is the response size
which is 1 in the standard CC as opposed to the case of BT, where the response size
is typically 50 or larger and can be heterogeneous. In the general Coupon Collec-
tor [75] problem the goal is to find all coupons from a set of coupons by drawing
one coupon at a time randomly where the distribution of coupons is not uniform,
and therefore the probability of drawing a coupon depends on the type of coupon.
To collect all IP addresses – coupons – of a swarm, the collector has to query
a tracker to receive a set of IP addresses – draw – until all addresses are collected.
Figure 3.1 illustrates such a draw, k, which is randomly chosen out of N, i.e., a k-
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(read as “N choose k”). By selecting k unique ad-
dresses fromN, tracker andDHT requests aremodeled based on the BTdesign [13]
that the responses are uniformly distributed. For the remainder of this thesis, the
number of unique peers collected after i draws shall be denoted Mi, the duplica-
tes contained within response i by di, and the total number of peers collected Yi.
Table 3.1 summarizes the notation used in this thesis.
Based on those properties of the BT system a simulation was created to illustrate
the effects of the BTPC. Figure 3.2a shows the portion of the swarm discovered af-
ter X responses of size k have been received where k is varied from 50 to 1,000. As
expected, with larger response sizes more unique peers are discovered than with the
same amount of smaller responses. More importantly, the shapes of the curves in-
dicate that the fraction of unique collected peers asymptotically approaches 100%.
Due to those random responses, the probability of new addresses being found in a
response gets smaller, the closerM approachesN. Therefore, it will be very difficult
to collect all peers of a large swarm. However, discovering a major part of a swarm,
e.g., 95%, seems to be feasible.
Figure 3.2b presents the same simulation data as Figure 3.2a, the only difference
is the x-axis, which has been changed to show returned peers. While Figure 3.2a
showed the number of responses received, Figure 3.2b shows the cumulative sum
of peers returned by all the responses, or k ·#responses. The fact that all the points
lie on the same trajectory indicates that the size of a response k does not influence
the number of unique peers found for the number of peers received. Thus, if k is
significantly smaller thanN, k does not have ameasurable influence on the discovery
rate of unique peers. This leads to the conclusion that treating every peer address
received as a single observation will not affect the accuracy of theMLE. Under those
conditions the BTPC can be formulated:
With unknown swarm size N and average response size k how many
queries i have to be made to collect every address in a swarm?
This problem defers from the general CC [32, 75] in the unknown N. Thus,
the RCC has to be solved before the CC. In practice, this will be an iterative pro-
cess since with every response received the collection M grows and the swarm size
estimation N∗ can be improved. Since the MLE is computationally intensive, the
simple estimation approach is developed before going into detail on how the MLE
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the duplicates contained in tracker responses.
can be applied to BT. Both methods are compared based on a time series of tracker-
and DHT-responses from a real BT swarm.
3.1.1 Simple Estimation
The first approach for estimating the swarm size involves countingduplicates contai-
ned in responses. Figure 3.3 illustrates those duplicates, being part of the response
and of the collected peers M. Since the peers in the response are uniformly rand-
omly distributed the ratio of duplicates to response size is, on average, the same as
the ratio of discovered peers to swarm size, i.e., Mi−1N∗i =
di
k . Therefore, an estimation
N∗simple can bemadewith each response after the second response is received (because





Figure 3.4 presents simulation results for swarm sizes between N = 5, 000 and
N = 100, 000 providing a broad view on the effect of swarm size on N∗simple. The
response size was varied between k = 50 and k = 1, 000 in steps of 100 and each k
was run four times because plottingmore than four runs renders the figure unreada-
ble. The number of responses plotted is proportional toN and, thus, the higherN,
the denser the plot appears. N∗simple has been normalized by the swarm sizeN to cen-
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(a)N = 5,000 (b)N = 10,000
(c)N = 15,000 (d)N = 20,000
(e)N = 50,000 (f)N = 100,000
Figure 3.4: Simple swarm size estimations for swarm sizes between 5,000 and 100,000.
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ter the plots around one, which also represents the actual swarm sizeN. To receive
better and more consistent results, the moving average of the last 20N∗simple was ta-
ken. For this reason, the plots start at 20 responses. The first observation is that the
accuracy increases with increasing response size and increasing number of responses;
visible by the blue dots that are scattered aroundwhile the red dots are closer to one.
This is explained by the higher probability of collecting duplicates with higher k and
larger M, meaning that the estimate gets more accurate with larger ks. The second
observation is thatN∗simple tends to overestimate the swarm size. This effect seems to
be more pronounced the largerN is.
To be able tomake statistically sound statementsmore than four simulation runs
are required. Thus Figure 3.5 shows the median and the 95% confidence intervals
for 100 runs of the simulation for different swarm sizes. With 100 runs the confi-
dence intervals are getting reasonably small to prove the effects indicated in the scat-
ter plots. Only the three smallest ks are shown since those are the least accurate and
illustrate the effect of k on the estimation well. The statistical analysis confirms that
N∗simple generally overestimates N, but converges to N with increasing number of
responses received. Furthermore, the estimate converges faster with larger response
size. Evenwith the smallest k reasonable estimates canbemade for theN = 100, 000
swarm even after 500 requests have been made. Amounting to Y being one-quarter
ofN, leading to the rule of thumb that N4 addresses need to be received for the sim-
ple estimate to come into the 2% range of the actual swarm size. Some of the graphs
show a rising estimate for up to the first 200 responses received. This observation
is explained by the absence of any duplicates in some of those first replies, meaning
thatN∗simple cannot be calculated due to a division by zero (cf. Equation 3.1). In those
cases, the simulation consideredN∗simple to be zero since no calculation can be made.
The over-estimation is caused by the number of duplicates per response which is
normally distributed due to the uniform probability distribution of receiving ad-
dresses. Since d is used in the denominator of Equ. 3.1, ds lower than the average
have a stronger impact on the result than those higher than average. Using the me-
dian instead of the mean reduces this effect.
3.1.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Amore general and accurate solution to swarmsize estimation canbe achievedwith a
MaximumLikelihood Estimator (MLE). AnMLE calculates the probability at each
42
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Figure 3.5: Swarm size estimates median and 95% confidence intervals from 100 runs.
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step i for a range of possible swarm sizesN, the swarm size with the highest probabi-
litywill become the estimateN∗MLE. Thisway the response size k canbe ignored, and
each returned Internet Protocol (IP) address is treated as a single observation equi-
valent to k = 1. Therefore, a sequence of peers x is observed, e.g., x = [1, 2, 3, 4].
The probability, qi, to observe a new i-th peer is the number of undiscovered peers
divided by the swarm size N:qi = N−Mi−1N . Vice-versa the probability, 1 − qi, to
observe a duplicate i-th peer is the number of discovered peers divided by the swarm
sizeN: 1− qi = Mi−1N Using both formulas, the probability P(N|x) to observe x for










qi, if i-th peer is new
1 − qi, if i-th peer is duplicate
It is Y = |x| the total number of returned peers.
It isM0 = 0 andM1 = 1
Equ. 3.2 can be used as anMLE by finding themaximumprobability P(N|x) for




At any point after Y peers have been seen, possibilities for all N larger than Mi
are calculated. TheN resulting in the largest probability is selected as themost likely
N and denotedN∗MLE.
Figure 3.6b shows a comparison ofMLE swarm size estimation results which are
in the range of±1% of the realN. For numerical reasons, the log-likelihood is used
to give a more robust numerical evaluation, e.g., for large Ns. The box plot shows
median, 25th, and 75th percentile, and the outliers of the number of peers collected,
Y, divided by the swarm size, N, of the first values that estimated N∗ = ±1% of
N. First, the plot shows that for larger swarms a smaller fraction of collected peers
Y is required to get an accurate measurement. This observation implies that the
MLE is more dependent on collected peers Y than on swarm size N. As a general
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(a) Illustration of an MLE comparison ofN∗.




































Peers Collected for Estimate Error < 1%
(b)MLE comparisonwith boxes showingmedian, 25th and 75th percentile, and out-
liers.
Figure 3.6: Illustration of MLE and statistical analysis of accuracy with varying swarm sizes.
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rule, 4000 peers or more need to be collected to get accurate estimates. In a practical
implementation, the accuracy also depends on the range and resolution of the Ns
selected to calculate the probabilities.
3.1.3 Analytical Collector
An analytical solution to the BTPC problem is preferable as it can be used without
much overhead to decidewhen to stop querying a tracker or to determine howmany
queries have to be executed to collect a certain fraction of a swarm. k can also be
expressed relative toN like krel = k/N, which is the fraction of the swarm returned
for each request. As N is always bigger or equal to k and k is not zero the range of
krel is (0, 1]. Thus, with each response i the pool of collected peers Mi−1 grows by
the newly collected peersN−Mi−1 times the relative response size, i.e., Equ. 3.4.
M∗i = Mi−1 + (N−Mi−1) · krel (3.4)
This formula is simpler than using simulation data but still not elegant since it is
recursive and, thus, hard to compute for large is. To simplify things one can look at
the number of a swarm’s not collected peers which will decrease with the rate r =
1− krel. With each response received the the number of unknown peers decreases as
in Equ. 3.5.
N−Mi = N · ri (3.5)
To obtain the number of discovered peers the expression can be subtracted from
1 and r can be substituted with 1 − krel which gives the formula for the fraction of
peers found after the i-th response of size k has been received, i.e., Equ. 3.6.
M∗rel = 1 − (1 − krel)x (3.6)
This formula produces a result relative toN. If an absolute number is desired, the
result has to bemultiplied byN. The calculatedM∗ can be compared to the simula-
tedM to determine the goodness of fit of the model by calculating the coefficient of
determination (R2). Applying R-squared to a simulation with 50 ks ranging from 1
to 1,000 the mean of R2 is R̄2 ≈ 0.999987 for all the ks simulated. That is an excel-
lent fit and means that 99.9987% of the variance in the model can be explained by
themodel. This model can also be applied tomultiple collectors by replacing xwith
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Figure 3.7: The first 2,500 s of measurements for OTR.
the number of collectors and replacing krel with the averageMrel of those collectors,
assuming that all collectors have comparable values ofMrel.
3.2 Validation
To validate those concepts established in Section 3.1 and to investigate the impact of
churn, a measurement was collected. Those measurements were done for one tor-
rent over 25 hours fromMay 9, 2016, 08:05GMT.The datawas acquired by sending
one announce request per second, Δk = 1, to each of the four responding trackers
in the torrent ”Deadpool” [29] and themainlineDHT.This torrent was chosen be-
cause it ranked highest in the movie category on the “Kickass Torrents” [30] portal
at the start of the measurement. The data contains a timestamp, IP addresses, see-
der, leecher, and total peer count data for tracker responses. The dataset is available
for download at [36]. For ethical reasons IP addresses contained in the dataset were
anonymized to prevent the identification of individual users while still maintaining
the uniqueness of IP addresses for analysis.
3.2.1 Quantifying Churn
A BT measurement over a period, such as those 25 hours, will inevitably be biased
by churn. Thus, it is of vital importance to quantify that bias for the conducted
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measurement. To evaluate the tracker case, responses from the tracker with the lar-
gest swarm size during the measurement period are used. In this instance, this was
the “Open Trackr” (OTR) [48] which initially reported a swarm size of 14, 877. Fi-
gure 3.7 depicts the first 2,500 OTR replies, which equals the first 2,500 s. The cir-
cles showMOTR, the unique peers collected from OTR. At first glance, the pattern
seems to be as expected from the simulations in Section 3.1. However, the circles
surpass the swarm size announced by the tracker NOTR, what should not be possi-
ble since collecting more unique-peers than the swarm size is not logical. This effect
is explained by peers constantly joining and leaving the swarm. Thus, MOTR will
contain peers that have already left. With the current measurement, it is not possi-
ble to filter those peers as very accurate snapshots of the swarm would be required.
The crosses represent the simple estimates,N∗simpleOTR, and the diamonds the MLE,
N∗simpleMLE. After being close to the reported swarm size between 250 s and 500 s,
both follow a curve close toMOTR.
The increase of MOTR and both estimates is a result of peers joining the swarm
over time, which will be collected and considered to be new unique peers. Leaving
peers that were already collected do not influence this result, only those leaving be-
fore being collected might slightly reduce estimates in the beginning sinceMOTR is
slightly smaller than expected. Therefore, for measurements, the main concern are
the peers joining per second, termed the join rate and denoted λ. Since the increase
ofMOTR is almost linear for 3, 000s < t < 5, 000s and λOTR is approximately con-
stant, linear regression can be applied to estimate λOTR, i.e., the slope of the curve.
The y-intercept of the regression gives another estimate of the swarm size N∗RegOTR
at t = 0. In this case, the slope was λOTR = 1.095, meaning that 1.095 peers join the
swarm per second. The intercept was atN∗mRegOTR = 14, 684, meaning that there
were≈ 14, 700 peers in the swarm at the start of the measurement, being very close
to the swarm size reported by the tracker NOTR = 14, 877 being 1.3% off. Finally,
the join rate λ can be included in the model from Equ. 3.6 to analytically calculate
M∗t with Equ. 3.7, the unique peers at time t. The result of applying the revised
model is shown in Figure 3.7 as asterisks. It reaches an accurate match to MOTR,
although not a perfect one. Note, that this model is time dependent as λ is time
dependent.
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Figure 3.8: The first 2,500 s of measurements for Mainline DHT.
These MLE results are accurate for a period of time Δt in which churn does not
have a noticeable influence on N∗MLEOTR. Section 3.1 revealed that with 30% of N
collected, i.e., Y ≥ N · 30%, in 75% of the cases MLE estimates are accurate to 1%.
Therefore, accurate estimates can be expected for Y ≥ 5, 000peers which transla-
tes to 100 received responses or Δtmin = 100s of measurements. Figure 3.7 shows
N∗MLE400OTR for 200s < Δt < 400s is plotted, twice Δtmin to receive smoother re-
sults and four times Δtmin as the upper bound to reduce calculation overhead. These
N∗MLE400OTR results followNOTR with very small deviation. The relative error EMi
introduced by λOTR for tmax = 400 can be calculated by subtracting the predicted
value without churn M∗OTR400, Equ. 3.6, from the real MOTR400 and dividing by
MOTR400, which amounts to EMOTR400 = 1%. Based on Equ. 3.7, the relative error
between our measurements and the model can be derived, allowing to derive the re-
quired time span Δt such that the relative error is < ε with probability p for given
λ. The main problem is that the churn rate λ needs to be accurately determined.
This is, however, beyond the scope of the manuscript and left for future work, as
measurement series need to be conducted to validate the simple churn estimator.
Figure 3.8 shows the respective DHT results, lacking the swarm size due to the
fact that this information is not available in the DHT. As expected, due to the lar-
ger response size, MDHT increases faster than MOTR in the beginning, but also the
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λDHT = 1.965 and N∗RegDHT = 25, 259 estimated by linear regression are higher.
Thus, more peers use the DHT than the OTR and over-proportionally more peers
join theDHT than theOTRbecause there is only one official DHT, while there are
multiple trackers, i.e., 4 in this case. Additionally, censorship and Internet blocka-
des can have an influence, as it is muchmore difficult to block aDHT than blocking
certain tracker addresses. An effort of fitting the model from Equ. 3.7 to the DHT
results in a bad fit to the actualMDHT as the discovery of unique peers is not as fast as
expected. This is due to different behavior of DHT responses compared to trackers,
based on different timings inMainlineDistributedHashTable (MDHT) client and
tracker code. Accordingly, movingMLEs do not work for the DHT case. Figure 3.8
shows MLEs calculated in the same fashion as for the OTR data. The larger Δt, the
larger the estimate becomes. The reasons are the MDHT implementations [43] in
BT clients. One possible practical solution is to use multiple measurement nodes in
parallel to reduce the time and, thus, the effects of churn on peer collection.
The presented results of this section show that the BTPC Problem introduces
an error into measurements which can be quantified by comparing the theoretical
model in Equ. 3.6 to the measuredM. With the evaluated models, it becomes pos-
sible to estimate swarm size and calculate the number of requests required to collect
the swarm. If those requests are executed in parallel, the time required to collect
the required samples for an accurate estimate is greatly reduced and churn can be
neglected. Those investigations of the BT system form the basis for a measurement
system design, which can close the gap in BT measurements.
Those investigations lead to the conclusion that the simple estimate is well sui-
ted for swarm size estimation for collection. Compared to theMLE it overestimates
swarm size with only a few responses, which, in the worst case, leads to over col-
lection. However, as the estimate is not feasible with a DHT, its main use is to con-
firm tracker reports. Todevelop an estimator for theDHTthe exact implementation
needs to be investigated and included in the model. More important for the imple-
mentation of a distributed,measurement system is the analytical collectormodel (cf.
Equ. 3.6), which is the key to coordinate distributed swarm collection withminimal
overhead. These investigations constitute the basis for the Video Consumption in
Overlay Networks (VIOLA) design.
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3.3 Systems Design
The VIOLA measurement system was designed based on the findings documented
in Section 3.1. This section details how the models and equations can be applied in
a concrete system implementation. For this, a top-down approach of explaining is
used, explaining first the goal and requirements for VIOLA, continuingwith the re-
sulting architecture and, finally, detailing implementation aspects applied to realize
the design.
3.3.1 Design Goals
In contrast to existing BitTorrent measurement systems (cf. Chapter 2), which ty-
pically take snap-shots of the overlay network, VIOLA canmonitor a large number
of swarms over time to fill the existing gap in BT measurements. Filling this gap
means collecting ≈ 10, 000 or more swarms every three times per hour over a pe-
riod of months. For this purpose, the primary design goals are summarized in the
following.
1. Flexibility: VIOLA can be used in different scenarios, e.g., to monitor dif-
ferent categories of torrents because the category or selection of torrents to
be measured is typically not known beforehand and has to be changed if BT
changes.
2. Scalability: Due to the flexibility, swarm number and swarm sizes are not
known previously. Thus, VIOLA needs to be horizontally scalable to be able
to cope with high loads, which likely occur when collecting 10,000 swarms in
20 minutes.
3. Autonomy: Since torrents have a limited lifetime, it is not feasible to select the
range of torrents to be monitored at the start of a measurement. Therefore,
VIOLA needs to be capable of discovering newly released torrents without
the interaction of an administrator.
4. Compatibility: The output of the system needs to be easily accessible with














Figure 3.9: Scope of VIOLA with interfacing systems.
5. Raw Data: Ideally, all measurement data and metadata is kept by a measure-
ment system to guarantee reproducibility. Therefore, the retained data needs
to reflect the relevant measurement metadata, such as which addresses were
contained in which announce response, as well as the actual data.
Those high-level goals ensure that VIOLA can reach its main purpose of contri-
buting a novel BT dataset and that it can be re-used in other scenarios.
3.3.2 Architecture
Figure 3.9 depicts the scope of the VIOLA measurement system and the systems
with which VIOLA interacts. The existing components of the BT network are de-
picted on the left side of VIOLA. VIOLA implements the necessary parts of the BT
protocol, namely the tracker protocol, and the Mainline DHT protocol. However,
VIOLA does not directly communicate with BT clients and, thus, can not take part
in any file sharing activities. On the right side of VIOLA there are the torrent portal
and the storage. BT portals are Web sites based on Hyper Text Markup Language
(HTML) and can be directly parsed to gather torrents and metadata. Some portals,
likeKickassTorrents [30], offerRich Site Summary (RSS) feedswhich can be parsed
more efficiently andmore reliably. VIOLA’s storage is flexible as it can be readily ex-
tended. Currently storage adapters for MySQL [50] and the Apache Avro [61] file
format are available.
Figure 3.10 shows the high level system architecture. VIOLA is separated into
























Figure 3.10: Architectural overview.
storing announce results, and orchestrating slaves. While the slave is responsible for
executing the announces to trackers and the Mainline DHT and returning those
results to its master. With the separation of master and slave, the horizontal scala-
bility requirement can be addressed, as more slaves can be added if necessary. Even
multiple masters can be used to monitor different torrent categories.
Themaster has a controller component which directs themaster’s behavior. The
controller manages timers to collect new torrents in certain intervals and will then
inform the slaves through the Socket Server component. The Socket Server also re-
ceives announce results from the slaves and returns them to the controller which
forwards it to the Data Storage component, which stores it according to its configu-
ration.
The Slave Controller is responsible for scheduling announce requests and retur-
ning them to the master through the Socket Connection component. The slave has
two types of announcers, one for the Mainline DHT and the other for regular trac-
kers. If a new type of peer source, e.g., Peer Exchange (PEX), needs to be supported,
additional announcers can be added.
The VIOLA architecture provides the flexibility required to support a variety
of different measurements. The separation of time-consuming requests to trackers
and DHT from the pure storage allows one master to control many slaves. In case
the desired measurement is overtaxing a single master it can be separated by divi-
ding responsibilities betweenmanymasters. Furthermore, the components used for
























Figure 3.11: Entity Relationship Diagram using Chen’s notation.
3.3.3 Data Model
The generic data model of data collected by VIOLA is described herein. This data
model is oriented towards themeasurement and aims to retain the complete measu-
rement data. This generic model needs to be implemented in a specific technology,
e.g., MySQL, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.1 since it is implementation spe-
cific.
The data that can be collected from the BTnetwork depends on the type ofmea-
surement. AsVIOLA is amacroscopicmeasurement system, announce results from
trackers and torrent meta information are collected. Based on those measurements
the datamodel forVIOLA ismore compact than a complete BTmodel such as [42].
Figure 3.11 shows the relevant entities and their relation in an Entity Relationship
Diagram. Themain entity is the Torrentwhich has many attributes, like title and
release date, it is identified by the info hash which is unique for each Torrent. An
Announce Result is a unique combination of torrent, slave, tracker or DHT,
and time plus the contained IP addresses. Tracker results typically contain the see-
der and leecher numbers of the swarm. Finally, oneAnnounceResult contains 0
or many Peers, which are identified by IP address and port number. Additionally,
a Peer can be augmented with location data resolved from its IP address.
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The Torrent entities come from torrent portals from which also the metadata
can be acquired. The combination of time added and release date allows to deduce
how much time elapsed between the release of the torrent and the start of its me-
asurement. It is critical to retain the whole Announce Result and not just the
timestamped Peers as information would be lost. The findings in Section 3.1 sho-
wed that it is important to knowwhich slave received which peers to investigate the
effects of theDHT.Furthermore, the tracker info regarding the swarmcomposition,
i.e., seeder and leecher ratio, is valuable information.
With the generic model presented herein, it is possible to retrace all the announ-
ces executed by VIOLA. It covers all the entities that can be measured with this me-
asurement method. Therefore, the full swarm information collected is retained but
also metadata, such as the slave who executed the announce request. Depending
on the technology chosen to implement the Data Storage component, the ge-
neric model needs to be customized to that technology to achieve the best possible
performance.
3.4 Implementation
The key aspects of the VIOLA implementation document how the intended design
was transformed into a working system. Those aspects are the applied data models
in relational and row based datamodels, the realization of a lightweight and scalable
network layer, a message protocol to enable orchestration and data flow, and the
announce scheduler, which exploits the insights gained from analyzing the BTPC
problem.
3.4.1 Applied Data Models
Thegeneric datamodel explained inSection3.3.3 is applied to theunderlying storage
technology. In the course of VIOLA’s implementation, aMySQL andApacheAvro
storage component have been implemented.
3.4.1.1 MySQL
MySQL is a classic relational database. The transformation of an Entity Relations-
hip Diagram (ERD) into relational tables is straightforward. In this case the entities





















Figure 3.12: SQL table design based on the generic ERD.
Figure 3.12 shows the table design; not all columns are depicted. There is one ta-
ble for each entity. The Torrent table is the main table to which the Announce
Result table links by including the info hash as a foreign key. Additionally, an ID
columnwas added to provide a unique primary key for the AnnounceResult ta-
ble. The Peer table then uses this ID column as a foreign key, indicating the relation
of a peer to an announce result.
The three tables result in frequently required join operations. Thus, proper in-
dexing on the primary and foreign key columns is required. To increase the perfor-
mance of queries, it is necessary to create indices on those columns that are used to
filter the query. Typically, this would be the Info Hash, which is used to select a
specific torrent, and the Timestamp, which is used to constrain the timeframe of a
query. Indexing adds substantial storage overhead to the data.
The MySQL storage component is mostly suited for small measurements. First,
join operations will get slower as the tables grow and the Announce Result and
the Peers table will grow fast. Furthermore, the storage space required for the da-
tabase and the overhead caused by indexing is substantial. The positive side of the
relational model is that queries can be formulated nicely and filtering is flexible as
attributes of torrents are also stored.
3.4.1.2 Apache Avro
ApacheAvro is a roworiented binary storage format, supporting compression, com-
plex data types, e.g., arrays and maps, and it is very well supported in the Hadoop
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ecosystem. Thus, it is very well suited to store VIOLA measurements as the array
of peers can be stored directly in an announce result and the join operation of the
two entities becomes obsolete. Furthermore, the collected data is ready for further
processing without the need of a database system.





5 {"name": "timeStampt", "type": "long"},
6 {"name": "announceNo", "type": "long"},
7 {"name": "infohash", "type": "string"},
8 {"name": "trackerURI", "type": "string"},
9 {"name": "completed", "type": "boolean"},
10 {"name": "seeder", "type": "int"},
11 {"name": "leecher", "type": "int"},
12 {"name": "total", "type": "int"},
13 {"name": "slaveIp", "type": "string"},
14 {"name": "slavePort", "type": "int"},
15 {"name": "peers", "type":{




20 {"name": "infohash", "type": "string"},
21 {"name": "ip", "type": "long"},
22 {"name": "port", "type": "int"},
23 {"name": "asNumber", "type": ["null", "int"]},
24 {"name": "continent", "type": ["null", "string"]},
25 {"name": "country", "type": ["null", "string"]},
26 {"name": "city", "type": ["null", "string"]}
27 ]}]}}]}
Listing 3.1 shows the Avro schema definition, represented in Java Script Object
Notation (JSON), of the ComplexAnnounce, complex since it contains an array
of type Peer. For the Torrent, a second schema and file are used to store torrent
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metadata. The Avro database implementation creates a new file every day at mid-
night to prevent a file from growing endlessly. VIOLA data benefits significantly
from compression with a compression ratio of approximately 3, which is explained
by the redundancy in the data stemming from the BTPC problem.
3.4.1.3 Best Practice
To combine the advantages of easy Big Data storage of the Avro Format with the
SQLquery functionality, amixed approach is the best option. The announce results
are stored in the Avro format due to their size. However, the torrent table is stored
in SQLite as it allows easy querying and copying of the data. Since the number of
torrents that need to be stored is in the order of 104, it can be handled by SQLite.
3.4.2 Socket Connection
The communication between slaves and the master is a central aspect of VIOLA
as the full data has to be sent from the slaves to the master first. Thus, the master
must be able to process data from many slaves, which means it must be efficient.
Furthermore, the communication is required to go both ways as the master has to
send updates of torrents to monitor to the slaves. Therefore, the best solution for
the slave is to initiate a Transport Control Protocol (TCP), which is kept open as
long as the slave is running. Having slaves initiate a constant connection allows the
slaves to be behind firewalls orNetworkAddress Translation (NAT) devices and not
requiring a public IP address.
Figure 3.13 shows the class diagram of the VIOLA server socket based on the Java
Non-Blocking Input andOutput (NIO) [49] packages. The diagram contains only
the high-level attributes and operations. The Acceptor is responsible for accep-
ting incoming connections and assigning them to a Dispatcher from a pool. The
Acceptor runs in a separate thread, and only one per master is required. The Dis-
patcher creates a Connection object for each new incoming connection and regis-
ters the Selectorwith the SocketChannel to capture events. Every Dispatcher
runs in one thread; the optimal number of Disptachers per master depends on
the load. Once an event, such as data being received, is captured, the Dispatcher
reads the data into a buffer and executes the corresponding method in the Dispa-
tcherEventHandler in a worker thread. Thus, the Dispatcher hands off the
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Figure 3.13: Server side socket connection class diagram.
computationally heavy operations to worker threads to stay responsive to incoming
events.
Figure 3.14 illustrates the call forwarding between the different threads. The
acceptor thread is only used in the beginning to handle the initialization of the TCP
connection. This task is inexpensive and, thus, a single thread can handle hundreds
of slaves connecting. Once the Connection is set up, incoming data is directly hand-
led in the dispatcher threadwhich just reads the data from the channel and forwards
a byte buffer to a worker thread which then executes the expensive operations such
as message parsing and processing. This design reduces the risk of buffer overflows
on the network level as themaster copies incoming bytes quickly to RandomAccess
Memory (RAM). Since the bytes are copiedquickly from the limitednetworkbuffer
the peaks in load occurring at the beginning of an announce interval can be handled
if there is enough RAM available.
With this scalable network layer architecture, a VIOLA master will be able to














Figure 3.14: Activity diagram showing the 3 different thread levels used in the VIOLA socket server.
system is not sufficient to process the desired number of slaves, they can be split
among severalmasters. However, in this casemerging the data files later will become
necessary, but this task can be executed offline and is not time critical.
3.4.3 Messages / Protocol
The communication between master and slaves consists of predefined messages of
which themost important exponents shall be explained. Themessages are serialized
into Base64 encoded JSON before being sent to a master or slave.
Initially, a slave which opens a connection sends a register message to the mas-
ter. If the slave is not yet registered and the master returns all the currently monito-
red torrents and their trackers in one or more schedule-torrents message,the master
sends an update-slave-number message to the other slaves. The slave is now ready
and will start querying trackers at the next interval. leaving slaves send an unregis-
ter message to the master so it can again send an update slave number message to
the remaining slaves. In the case of an unfriendly leave of a slave, i.e., a crash, the
connection will timeout eventually, and the slave will be unregistered.
Listing 3.2 illustrates a typical announce reply JSONmessage. The message con-
tains the metadata from the tracker reply, i.e., seeder and leecher counts, plus added
metadata fields like the port and IP address of the slave that returned themessage but
also the info hash of the torrent and the tracker URL of the tracker that provided
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the data. The “PEERS” field contains a list of peer IP addresses and port numbers.
These IP addresses are encoded as a signed 4-byte integer since this list can contain
more than 1,000 entries in case of a DHT response.
Listing 3.2: Example of an announce reply message in JSON format.



















Further messages are implemented to gather statistics from slaves or to remove
torrents from the monitoring list if necessary. This type of message is typically used
after the master executes its housekeeping routine and found swarms with sizes be-
low the threshold. For this purpose, the master first asks the slave for a Bloom filter
containing all the torrents it is currently monitoring. Thus, the master can decide
which torrents need to be removed from the slave’s list.
3.4.4 Announce Scheduling
The announce scheduler is responsible for decidingwhen to send announce requests
to trackers and theDHT.There is a queue of items, torrents in this case, which need





















Figure 3.15: Adaptive scheduler decision taking algorithm.
ally contains tens of thousands of items, depending on themeasurement setup used.
A scheduler for the VIOLA system needs to work in a distributed manner, leaving
two options for its deployment: (a) on the master and (b) on the slaves. The advan-
tage of option (a) is that the master can have a complete overview of the collected
peers. However, option (a) introduces control and communication overhead. Op-
tion (b) has the advantage that each slave has its scheduler, and no additional control
messages are required. Therefore, option (b) is implemented in VIOLA.
The simplest scheduling algorithm executes one query for each item in its queue
and then starts again. Thus, the total number of queries issued is defined by the
number of trackers in the meta-info file and the number of slaves active. This ap-
proach is very simple to implement and was implemented for VIOLA instead of
restarting the query process immediately. However, this simple approach suffers
from the limitation that every swarm, regardless of its size, is treated the same. The-
refore, either large swarms are collected only partially or there is a large overhead of
over-querying small swarms. Thus, an adaptive scheduler is required that adjusts a
number of queries to the swarm size of a torrent.
As shown in Section 3.1.1, due to randomquery responses, it is not enough to just
divide the swarm size by the number of slaves to compute howmany unique peers a
slave has to find. Therefore, taking a distributed decision when to stop collecting a
swarm is doneby applying theFormula 3.6. It allows calculating thenumber of peers
that have been collected (on average) among all the slaves, based on the percentage
of peers collected from a swarm and the number of slaves active. Thus, the scheduler
needs to keep track of the swarm size, the number of unique peers collected, and the
number of slaves active.
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Figure 3.15 depicts the process the scheduler executes when an announce result
is received from a tracker. The required data inputs are the number of the interval
(#interval), the number of active slaves (#slaves) and the unique IP addresses. First,
the received IP addresses are added to the list of unique peers. This list is implemen-
ted as a Bloom filter, reducing the required memory since only the total number of
collected unique peers and the number of newly collected peers in the response is re-
quired. With those numbers, the simple estimation technique is used to update the
swarm size estimation if none is provided in the response. The simple estimation is
good enough even with a few responses as it tends to overestimate swarm size. With
the updated swarm size and the total number of collected peers, the slave can decide
if it has collected enough to cover the swarm in collaboration with the other slaves
to a specific threshold. The method that decides if enough peers were collected is
presented in Listing 3.3. If more peers have to be collected, the scheduler checks if
the response came from a new interval and if so increases the interval counter and
initiates another round of queries to all trackers and the DHT. The interval coun-
ting is required because the queries are sent asynchronously and only the first query
of one round must trigger the next round of queries.
Listing 3.3: Minimal implementation of the “is-enough” method of the adaptive torrent scheduler.
1 public boolean isEnough(int swarmsize,
2 int slaves, int peers) {
3 double coverage = peers/swarmsize;
4 double y = 1 - Math.pow(1-coverage, slaves);
5 return y >= threshold;
6 }
The number of active slaves is a more or less static parameter, and the master
knows how many slaves are connected at any given time. Therefore, the master will
send messages to its slaves whenever the number of active slaves changes. This ap-
proach minimizes communication overhead with the master.
With this adaptive announce scheduler it is possible to cover large swarms wit-
hout the overhead of over querying small swarms. The scheduler works with swarm
sizes reported by trackers andwith simple estimation in case this information is mis-
sing from the tracker or only DHT announcing is used. Furthermore, the memory
overhead to store state information is reduced by using Bloom filters, introducing
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a negligible amount of error. Finally, the threshold parameter allows adapting the
scheduler to measurement scenarios in which it is sufficient to collect only a small
sample of a swarm.
3.5 Discussion
With the analysis of the BTPC problem, a solution for the distributed orchestration
of swarm collection was found. With a time series of tracker responses, the swarm
size can be estimated accurately through a simple estimate or maximum likelihood
estimation. However, since the MDHT never stores the complete swarm, the total
swarm size has to be estimated with linear regression after the complete swarm has
been discovered. Since this method is not feasible in distributed swarm collection,
tracker responses, which are usually available, can be used, adding a margin to ac-
count for trackers having an incomplete view of a swarm.
Based on those insights, an adaptive BT measurement system, termed VIOLA,
was designed and implemented. The system is capable of collecting tens of thou-
sands of swarms concurrently (cf. Chapter 2). The division of responsibilities be-
tween master and slave allows deploying many relatively light weight slaves while
keeping orchestration overhead small and thus scaling horizontally. This architec-
ture also increases the resilience to hardware failure of the slaves. In case a master
cannot handle the load anymore, multiple masters can run in parallel by splitting
the different torrents among them, e.g., according to categories.
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The Video Consumption in Overlay Networks (VIOLA) measurement
system, introduced in Chapter 3, is designed to fill the gap in BitTorrent (BT)mea-
surements identified in Chapter 2. This Chapter describes two measurements, con-
ducted using VIOLA in 2015 and 2016, and their results summarized in Table 4.3.
The 2015 measurement is based on the first version of VIOLA using a MySQL da-
tabase (cf. Section 3.3.3) and the Simple Scheduler (SSC). With the resulting data,
the performance of the measurement system, seeder-leecher ratios, and global peer
distribution, are analyzed. For the 2016 measurement, the experiences gained with
the former measurement were used to improve VIOLA. Those improvements are
the Adaptive Scheduler (ASC) (cf. Section 3.4.4) and the Avro storage backend (cf.
Section 3.4.1.2). With those results, the performance of themeasurementswas asses-
sed. Furthermore, a long-term popularity and active users are investigated. Finally,
the chapter is concluded, and the 2016 VIOLA measurement is added to the gap
analysis chart (cf. Section 2.5) to show how the gap in measurements is closed.
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Figure 4.1: Disk writes on the database server.
4.1 2015: Simple Scheduler Measurement
Followingwork published in [39], the VIOLA2015measurements are detailed. Ta-
ble 4.1 shows themain parameters of themeasurement executed. Themeasurement
period started at 19:00 hours on April 7, 2015, and lasted until 11:00 hours on April
20, 2015. The number of VIOLA slaves used was 10, which were all located at the
premises of the University of Zurich. The announce interval — the time in which
each slave queries trackers of each torrent — was 20 minutes. New torrents were
discovered from the “Kickass Torrents” portal [30], and only content released after
the start of the measurement was considered.









Given these settings, Figure 4.1 shows the disk read andwrite rate over themeasu-
rement period on the database server. From the beginning of the period, the write
rate starts to rise due to additional torrents being discovered and measured. This
trend continues until the end, with some exceptions. The drops in the write rate
can be attributed to the data aggregation job running daily at 10:00 hours, which
queries the database and locks the relevant tables. Thus, nothing is written until the
maintenance query has completed. After April 12, 2015, these drops coincide with
the spikes in the read rate. Due to newly added torrents, the daily amount of data
written into the database is growing. Thus, themaintenance query causesmore read
operations and takes longer with every day. On April 14, 2015, around 19:00 hours
the maintenance query took too long for the incoming write queries to be kept in
memory, leading to an out of memory exception in the database system. This ex-
ception caused a crash of the master which was only discovered and fixed the next
day. On April 17, 2015, the same problem appeared again. While the cause of those
crashes was analyzed and corrected, the gap in the dataset during these two outages
remains. The torrent discovery was not affected. During the six days before the first
outage, a total of 7,977,535 unique IP addresses were observed.
Table 4.2: 2015 measurement hardware.
Resource Master Slave
CPU 2×AMD 6180 SE i7-3770
RAM 64 GB 8 GB
NIC 1 Gbit/s 1 Gbit/s
IP Public & Private Public
Subnet 192.41.136.192/26 130.60.157.0/24
Firewall X X
The conclusion from this problem analysis is that relational databases are not
ideal for the VIOLA use case. Relational databases employ sophisticated locking
and protectionmechanisms, assuring data integrity but introducing computational
overhead. VIOLA is primarily writing static data, meaning it will not be changed
once it is written. Daily maintenance and aggregation tasks read data from the last
day or even older. Therefore, a row based storage format, like Apache Avro, is much
better suited as files can be closed after a regular interval of time, i.e., one day. Largely
for those reasons, the Avro backend (cf. Section 3.4.1.2) was introduced to VIOLA.
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Table 4.3: 2015 and 2016 measurement results overview.
Parameter 2015 2016
Duration 14 days 92 days
Samples per hour 3 3
Unique IPs 7,977,535 117,506,460
Unique Ports 65,536 65,535
Unique IP & Port 32,258,489 1,067,689,441
# Swarms 5,068 70,291
Raw Data Size 48 GB 4,7 TB
Compression Zip Snappy
4.1.1 Measurement Performance
Themeasurement produced a dataset of 48 GB size despite problems with the data-
base system. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the data collected. In the 14 days of the
measurement, approximately 8Mio. unique IP addresseswere seen in 5,068 swarms.
The analysis of the BitTorrent Peer Collector (BTPC) problem has shown that it
is not trivial to collect all addresses of a large swarm. The SSC is oblivious to swarm
sizes and sends 1 query to each tracker available. To find out how the SSCperformed,
the unique IP addresses collected in three intervals, i.e., one hour, are aggregated and
compared to the maximum swarm size reported by trackers.
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between the number of peers reported from trac-
kers and the number of unique IP addresses discovered by VIOLA for two torrents.
The swarm size, as measured by VIOLA or reported by trackers, is aggregated to
hourly intervals. The first torrent is “Fast and Furious 7 2015 HD-TS XVID AC3
HQ Hive-CM8” (fast7), which was the largest torrent measured with an average of
34,684 and a maximum of 45,337 peers as reported by trackers. The second torrent
shown is “The Voices 2014 TRUEFRENCHBRRipXvid-BLUB avi” (voices) with
an average of 8150 and a maximum of 14808 peers reported by trackers. For voices,
VIOLAdiscovered almost the complete swarm except for the peak in the beginning.
At some points VIOLA reported even more IP addresses (08:00 hours on April 8,
2015, and 03:00 hours on April 13, 2015). This is explained by tracker failures and
the fact that some peers only use DHT trackers that cannot collect swarm statistics.
For fast7, VIOLA can only cover about 1/3 of the swarm due to its large size.
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Tracker Fast and Furious 7
Unique Fast and Furious 7
Tracker The Voices
Unique The Voices
Figure 4.2: Comparison of VIOLA discovered IP addresses versus Peers Reported by Trackers.
Considering that voices is the 16th largest out of 5,068 torrentsmonitored in that
period, this observation reveals thatmore than 99%of those torrentsmeasuredwere
accurately accounted for byVIOLA in the time frame of 1 hour. By addingmore sla-
ves or decreasing the interval, more coverage can be achieved. However, this would
mean that 99% of the swarms are over queried, being inefficient and unnecessarily
increasing the data size. Furthermore, a one hour time frame is long considering the
effects of churn (cf. Section 3.1). Therefore, a more sophisticated announce schedu-
ler, i.e., ASC, is required, being able to collect swarms completely in one interval.
AlthoughVIOLAwith the SSC did not collect all swarms completely, the availa-
ble data represents at least a representative sample of all swarms. Thus, the data can
be used to investigate high-level BT user behavior.
To provide an overview of the number of swarms measured, Figure 4.3 depicts
these figures for all swarms, swarms larger than 50, and swarms larger than 100 peers.
Only the part before the database outage is shown. In the beginning, the difference
between the three variants is small but gets larger over timewhen certain swarms start
to die out. All three numbers stagnate towards the end of the last day, hinting at an
equilibrium between swarms dying and new swarms appearing. However, with this
short evaluation period, it is not possible to draw general conclusions. Thus, this
issue will be revisited with the 2016 dataset (cf. Section 4.2.2).
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Figure 4.3: Number of torrents measured in the first 7 days of measurement in April 2015.
4.1.2 Data Analysis
For a high-level overview of the measurement period, the top 9 largest swarms co-
vered by these measurements are displayed in Figure 4.5 according to their size over
time as reported by trackers. Note that Figure 4.5 is split into two graphs, where for
Figure 4.5a the y-axis’ scale is twice the one of Figure 4.5b. The two gaps in the data,
on April 14, and 17 2015, were caused by system failures (cf. Section 4.1). Besides
the top 9 largest torrents shared during that period, the plots also shows the evolu-
tion of those torrents’ swarm sizes. All swarms exhibit fast growth at the beginning
of their lifetime, as seen in flash crowds. However, the swarm size does not shrink
rapidly over time as flash crowds do. Swarms follow a regular diurnal pattern. Inte-
restingly, “Fast and Furious 7 HD” shrinks to its minimum on April 15, 2015, and
reaches another peak on April 19, 2015. This shows that swarm sizes, i.e. content
popularity, does not necessarily shrink with the age of the swarm.
Figure 4.4 provides a detailed insight into the composition of the largest swarm
fast7, as reported by trackers. A swarm consists of seeders — peers that have the
complete file — and leechers — peers that are still downloading the file. It took
three days after the release of the torrent until the number of seeders and leechers
broke even. The number of seeders is constantly increasing, while the number of
leechers decreases after the initial peak. Thus leechers become seeders and do not
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Figure 4.4: Swarm composition of “Fast and Furios 7”, the largest swarm measured.
immediately leave the system after they completed their download, which can be
seen in other movie or TV show torrents (cf. Appendix A). Peers show an altruistic
behavior and free riding is not a problem in this case. Furthermore, the total number
of peers increases again after April 15, 2015, which appears to be a special effect of
this particular movie.
Figure 4.5b shows, amongothers, three Frenchmovies—markedwith anF in the
legend—, showing a very similar pattern, although, with different amplitudes. This
observation shows the strong locality of these swarms. Since the time-wise behavior
is almost equal, they must be downloaded in the same time zone. This explanation
is supported by the fact that these movies are in the French language— indicated in
the description of the torrent—and, therefore,mainly downloaded by users located
in France. A look at the choroplethmapproduced byGeoChart.js (cf. AppendixC),
shown in Figure 4.6with data fromApril 13, 2015, confirms these assumptions. The
ranking proves that more than 75% of all peers were located in France, Belgium, and
Algeria, which all share a common time zone. These results indicate that there is
a clear relation between the pattern of swarm size over time and the locality of a
swarm.
The maximal swarm size of “Fifty Shades of Grey F” from Figure 4.5a (approxi-
mately 28,000) and the number of unique IP addresses shown in a choropleth map
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Fast and Furious 7 HD
Mortdecai HD
The Wedding Ringer
The Boy Next Door 720p
(a)Rank 1 to 4.

































La famille Belier F
Focus - Diversion F
Antarctica 1080p
Fifty Shades Of Grey F
The Voices 720p
(b)Rank 5 to 9.
Figure 4.5: The 9 largest swarms ranked after average swarm size.
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Figure 4.6: Unique peer distribution on April 13, 2015 with cubic root for “Fifty Shades of Grey F”.
in Figure 4.6 for the same swarm (approximately 80,000) show a significant discre-
pancy. This difference is explained by the different meaning of the values. A tracker
calculates the swarm size at a specific point in time, while GeoChart.js shows all uni-
que IP addresses measured during the whole day. Therefore, there must be a high
churn during a day, which leads to a swarm being completely replaced almost three
times a day.
Figure 4.7 depicts the number of unique IP addresses measured per continent
over the 24 hours of April 13, 2015. Although India had the most unique IP Ad-
dresses on that day, Europe in total had more than Asia. The time zone patterns are
clearly visible, even for those continents with few IP addresses, e.g., Oceania (OC)
and South America (SA). North America (NA) and SA are very much in sync with
their peak at 04:00 hours, followed by Asia (AS) and Europe (EU). Europe, span-
ning 3 hours in time difference, has the narrowest peakwhileAsia, spanning 9 hours,
has a very smooth peak. NA and the other continents with even fewer peers show
smooth transitions as well.
Comparable measurements were undertaken with the Ono plugin [51] in No-
vember 2008 and 2010. The dataset used in [51] was collected from the viewpoint
of individual peers and does not allow for the identification of the content shared.
However, the continental diurnal patterns can be compared and show similar beha-
vior. A notable difference is the order of continents concerning the number of peers
they contribute. While Europewas already the largest contributor, AShas overtaken
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Figure 4.7: Diurnal pattern of unique peers per continent on April 13, 2015.
NA.This trendwas already visible from 2008 to 2010, wereNA andASwere on the
same level. The growth of AS compared to NA is influenced by several factors: file
sharing prosecution in NA, emerging video streaming services in NA, or improved
internet connectivity in AS. Those differences between the Ono and VIOLA mea-
surement show that it is necessary to measure BT consistently over years, or at least
repeat measurements regularly, to identify long-term usage trends.
4.2 2016: Adaptive Scheduler Measurement
TheAdaptive Scheduler (cf. Section3.4.4) implements theBTPCsolution (cf. Equa-
tion 3.6) which allows to efficiently collect large and small swarms simultaneously.
A VIOLA measurement using the Adaptive Scheduler was conducted from May 1,
2016, until July 31, 2016. The measurement parameters are outlined in Table 4.4.
Compared to the 2015 hardware, the slaves have a similar amount of resources at
their disposal. The most critical resource is RAM since the Adaptive Scheduler
needs to keep more state information in memory than the simple scheduler.
Additionally, a scraper for The Pirate Bay was added, increasing the number of
torrents that can be discovered and improving reliability in the case of a portal being
shut down. However, many torrents discovered in one portal were also found in the
other. The main differences to the 2015 measurement are:
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• Use of the Adaptive Scheduler with 95% threshold
• Use of Kickass Torrents and Piratebay
• Duration of 3 months
Aminor difference to the 2015measurement is the execution environment of the
slaves. For the 2016 measurement, the slaves and the master were connected to the
same private subnet, making the communication more reliable and secure. With
this move, the slaves were changed from physical to virtual machines, which has no
influence on the measurement as long as the provided resources are enough. The
hardware used for the 2016 measurement is detailed in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: 2016 measurement hardware.
Resource Master Slave VM VM Host
CPU 2×AMD 6180 SE Virtual 4 cores 2×Intel Xeon E5520
RAM 64 GB 8 GB 48 GB
NIC 1 Gbit/s Virtual 2×1 Gbit/s
IP Private Public & Private Private
Subnet — 192.41.136.192/26 —
Firewall X × X
4.2.1 Measurement Results
The three-month measurement produced a dataset of approximately 4,7 TB size.
The keymetrics of the dataset are given in Table 4.3. In those three months approx-
imately 16million unique IP addresses were recorded, but over 1 billion unique peer
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Figure 4.8: The first 7 days of the largest measured swarms lifetime show that peer addresses collected by
VIOLA are higher than the swarm size Reported by Trackers.
addresses – consisting of Internet Protocol (IP) address and port – were collected.
A total of over 70,000 torrents were discovered.
With the ASC even the biggest swarms are expected to be collected to 95%. The
biggest swarm, as reported by trackers, was released on July 11, 2016, shortly after
midnight UTC and reaching a maximum swarm size of 150,000 according to trac-
kers and more than 300,000 according to VIOLA. This swarm size is more than six
times larger than thebiggest swarm(fast7) fromthe2015measurement. The content
shared in this swarm isGameofThrones (GoT) episode 8 of season 6 inHighDefini-
tion (HD) quality, i.e., ”Game.of.Thrones. S06E08.HDTV.x264-KILLERS[ettv]”
(GoT S06E08). Analogous to Figure 4.2, the swarm size reported by trackers is com-
pared to the unique peers collected in each interval. Peers are identified by IP address
and port number, i.e., their peer address.
Figure 4.8 shows the maximum swarm size reported by trackers, i.e., Tracker
GoT S06E08, and the unique IP and port combinations measured by VIOLA, i.e.,
VIOLA GoT S06E08, for each interval of 20 m. In contrast to the SSC, the ASC
collected more peers in a single interval than were reported to be in the swarm by
trackers, with a few exceptions where the numbers are equal. Collecting more peers
than advertised is possible due peers using different sets of trackers and some peers
exclusively using Distributed Hash Table (DHT) for peer discovery. Considering
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Figure 4.9: Fraction of swarm discovered by VIOLA in 20 minutes intervals.
that this result was achieved with the same amount of slaves, it can be concluded
that the ASC greatly improves measurement performance over theSSC and even the
largest swarms can be fully collected. However, the GoT S06E08 swarm is only one
example, and the overall performance across all swarms needs to be investigated.
To investigate the overall performance, the collected peers are compared to the
maximal swarm size reported by trackers during each interval. For this analysis, the
maximumswarm size reportedby any tracker is considered 100%. Thus, the number
of peers collected by VIOLA is divided by the swarm size resulting in the fraction of
the swarm collected by VIOLA. This fraction can be greater than 1 since trackers are
not always aware of all peers in a swarm. Figure 4.9 shows the Empiric Cumulative
Distribution Function (ECDF) of those fractions over all intervals. The first obser-
vation is the vertical line at fraction 1. This step in the ECDF is due to 50% of all
fractions being equal to one. Assuming that trackers report correctly if a swarmwas
not fully collected, in 56%of cases the swarm size reported by trackers is correct since
VIOLA measured exactly the same. Taking a look at the lower end, i.e., the swarms
that were not fully collected, only 6% of swarms showed a fraction lower than 1, and
only 1.8% of swarms were collected to less than 95%. However, since those sam-
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ples measured below 95% are relatively few and not only occurring in large swarms,
they can be considered noise rather than limitations of the measurement metho-
dology itself. This noise partially stems from bogus tracker swarm size reports (cf.
Section 4.2.2). That leaves 45% of data points which were collected above the re-
ported swarm size. The reasons for this are the same as for the GoT S06E08. Finally,
with a goal of collecting swarms to 95%, defined by the threshold, over 98% of data
points reach this goal. This result can be considered excellent as one very accurate
snapshot of the BT system can be collected within 20 minutes.
This outcome can be attributed to the Adaptive Scheduler, solving the BTPC
problem more efficiently than the simple scheduler. By adapting the number of
queries to the swarm size, or the estimate if none is available, resources can be di-
rected towards the large swarms where they are most needed. Apparently, trackers
do not have a complete overview of more than 40% of swarms, shown by the cases
which have a ratio larger than one. Only a few samples show a ratio above two. Ana-
lysis of the relation of ratio to swarm size did not show a linear correlation between
the two factors. Thus, the large ratios can only be explained by different trackers or
none at all being used by different parts of a swarm.
4.2.2 Data Analysis
Popularity of content in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems is generally interpreted as num-
ber of downloads [15]. However, it is impractical to identify the total number of do-
wnloads in BT as it is hard to reliably identify single users over days due to changing
peer addresses. Identifying a user reliably during a 20-minute interval can be done
bypeer addresses since the IP address or the port number typically only changewhen
the client is restarted, or the internet connection is reconnected. Therefore, for the
investigation of content popularity, the number of concurrent users in a 20-minute
interval is used as popularity metric. Furthermore, for each swarm, the maximum
size or the maximum of unique peer addresses encountered in the investigated time
frame is used.
Figure 4.10 shows the rank popularity of all torrents encountered in the measu-
rement on a log-log scale. A distinction is made between the swarm sizes reported
by trackers and the maximum unique IP and port pairs. Confirming the results of
Section 4.2.1, the VIOLAmeasurement results show consistently higher maximum




































Figure 4.10: Ranked swarm sizes of all measured torrents between May 1, 2016 and July 31, 2016.
consistent shape than the rank popularity for trackers. In accordance to [15], both
curves do clearly not fit a power law distribution, which would constitute a straight
line. However, there are few very popular torrents and many unpopular torrents.
This is typical for a content ranking and has been observed in BT [15] and Youtube
videos [7] before. The pareto-principle comes to mind that was observed in previ-
ous work [24]. The cut-off long-tail is partially explained by the removal of swarms
with less than 30 peers.
To illustrate popularity rank distribution on a different time scale, Figure 4.11
presents the rank popularity for May, June, and July 2016. Figures 4.11a and 4.11b
show a very similar distribution to the full three month distribution. However, the
July distribution shows differences to the other two. The July VIOLA popularity
still has a similar distribution to the previous months while being lower in general.
The tracker reported popularity distribution for July shows a different shape, sho-
wing higher popularity for some torrents than VIOLA. Since this effect does not






































































































Figure 4.11: Torrent popularity on the three month of measurement.
Figure 4.12 presents the average swarm size for swarms larger than 1,000, which
were reported by five trackers seen from the beginning until the end of July 2016.
“Opentrackr” and “Copper Surfer” are the most stable trackers overall since in the
first ten days those two are the only active trackers. On July 11, two new trackers
became active: “Leechers-Paradise” and “Zer0Day”. “Zer0Day” stays very close to
“Copper Surfer” and reports only slightly higher average swarm sizes than “Copper
Surfer”. However, “Leechers-Paradise” starts off slightly lower than the others but
reports three times higher average swarm size than “Opentrackr” and “Copper Sur-
fer”, which does not seem to be correct. After July 26, the three top trackers report
average swarm sizes in a similar range. On July 20, 2016, the administrator of the
Kickass Torrents (KAT) portal was arrested in Poland, and the various domains of
the portal were seized successively [6, 21]. KAT was a pure portal and did not ope-
rate a tracker. Thus, it is surprising to see two new trackers emerge a few days before
this incident.
The emergence of two new trackers among the top trackers could be a result of
the investigations and actions against KAT, forcing users to shift to another portal
using different trackers. This effect would lead to a slightly higher swarm size in the
trackers from the new portal as new users are joining. However, there is no indica-
tion that one tracker suddenly lost popularity. Furthermore, the increase in swarm
size on the “Leechers-Paradise” tracker between July 16 and 26 is over proportio-
nally high. Thus, a technical issue with the tracker is the better explanation. Finally,
“Leechers-Paradise” shows a slightly higher swarm size than other trackers in the pe-
riod from July 26 to 31, supporting the theory of users from different communities
adding a new tracker to their .torrent files.
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Figure 4.12: Average swarm sizes reported by trackers for swarms larger than 1,000.
Finally, the rank popularity of measured torrents and tracker reported torrents
follow a distribution comparable to previous findings [7]. Thus, the VIOLA me-
asurements confirm that popularity does not follow Zipf’s law as the plots in Fi-
gures 4.10 and 4.11 are clearly not linear. Specifically, the head and the tail of the
distributions are nonlinear.
4.2.3 Long Term Usage Patterns
The three-monthsmeasurement data provides a different perspective on diurnal (cf.
Section 4.1) and longe-term patterns. As the BT environment is very dynamic, a
closer look at the number of torrents collected during the three month period is
required.
Figure 4.13 depicts the number of torrents that were actively measured in each
hour of the whole measurement period. A distinction is made between all swarms,
swarms larger than 50 peers (>50), and swarms larger than 100 peers (>100). The
number of total torrents grows rapidly from the start of themeasurement and keeps
rising until the beginning of June when it decreases rapidly. Swarms larger than 50
peers do not show this behavior. Thus, the cleanup task not working properly until
June explains this effect. This error is not a problem since it only means that small
swarms are also included in themeasurement. Swarms greater than 50 show amuch
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Figure 4.13: Number of torrents measured over the whole measurement period.
more stable behavior. As expected, the number of swarms greater than 50 increases
at the beginning of the measurement until the end of May after which the number
stays stable and even starts to decrease slightly. This decrease is most likely a seasonal
effect due to summer vacation time in which fewer content is released. This investi-
gation shows that the number of swarms larger than 50 remains stablewithin certain
bounds. Thus, those small swarms do not have a noticeable effect on total peers in
the system and also not on data traffic.
Figure 4.14 shows peers measured in a day per continent, (cf. Appendix B for
hourly resolution). Surprisingly, Asia (AS) constantly contributes the most peers
compared to the 2015 measurement (cf. Figure 4.7). Furthermore, Africa (AF) and
South America (SA) have similar numbers compared toNorth America (NA). This
observation is partially attributed to the broader scope of torrents that have been
measured. However, the bulk of peers remains in Europe (EU) and Asia. Oceania
(OC) does not play a big role. On all continents, a distinct weekly pattern can be
observed, showing a peak on Monday of every week, e.g., May 2, 2016. The pattern
weakens towards the end of the measurement. This effect is surprising as Mondays
are usually working days. However, it can be explained by the weekly release of the
hit show “Game of Thrones Season 6” [26], which is released Sunday nights in the
US until the season finale on June 26, 2016. This observation leads to the conclu-
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Figure 4.14: Number of peers per day and continent showing a distinct weekly pattern due to the relea-
ses of new Game of Thrones episodes.
sion that release dates of popular Television (TV) shows have a larger effect on user
behavior than the day of the week. There are two very low values on June 8, 2016,
and July 25, 2016, which are artifacts of system outages in the measurement infra-
structure and not real observations.
4.3 Discussion
The 2015 measurements showed that even with a simple scheduler, many swarms
can be collected to a high degree. However, the 2015 dataset is not comparable to
the 2016 dataset since the latter is much more extensive and includes a complete set
of video related torrents. This comparison becomes apparent when looking at Ta-
ble 4.3 showing a difference factor in the order of tens in the unique peer addresses
collected and the number of torrents discovered. However, the number of torrents
monitored reached an equilibrium in both cases, at least for swarms larger than 50
(cf. Figure 4.3 and 4.13). Comparing Figure 4.7 and 4.14, a trend can be identified.
South America and Africa have caught up with North America in the number of
peers. Furthermore, Asia has become the leader in the number of active peers a day,
stressing again that regular repetition of BT measurements is critical. One explana-
tion can be found in the content shared, as Game of Thrones is available in North
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Figure 4.15: Visualization of measurement studies including the VIOLA 2016 measurement presented
herein.
America through legal channels, fans of the show living in other continents have no
way to watch the show other than piracy.
The implementation of the adaptive scheduler solving the BTPC problem incre-
ased the capabilities of the collector immensely. It is now possible to take snaps-
hots of 20,000 swarms in less than 20 minutes and, thus, collect time series of those
swarms. Furthermore, scraping the DHT results in more than 40% of swarm col-
lections being larger than the largest swarm size reported by any tracker. Those trac-
kers do not always provide correct swarm size numbers, which could have an impact
on measurement studies that rely on tracker crawling. However, such false reports
can be identified by comparing results fromdifferent trackers (cf. Figure 4.12). Furt-
hermore, trackers often track only a fraction of a swarm and, thus, cannot report the
real swarm size. Collecting the DHT shows that 45% of swarms are bigger than re-
ported (cf. Figure 4.9).
The data collected over those threemonths comprises an original BT dataset. Ex-
cept for the outages on June 8, 2016, and July 25, 2016, three detailed snapshots of an
average of 12,000 swarms were taken every hour. Accordingly, Figure 4.15 presents
an overview of existing BTmeasurements including the VIOLA 2016measurement
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presented herein. The VIOLA 2016 dataset clearly closes the gap (cf. Section 2.5),
it is very close to the TV dataset [24] but more detailed. Thus, it can be concluded
that the VIOLA measurement system combines the three dimensions, time, con-
tent, and user, unlike previous measurements which allow novel analysis methods
to be applied to this data. The main advantage of the VIOLA 2016 dataset is the
continuous coverage over three months which allows analyzing changes over time
in more detail than before. Chapter 5 details procedures and explains the methods
necessary to make those changes visible.
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The VIOLA dataset collected from May to July 2016 (cf. Chapter 4) provides
very detailed swarm information, i.e., three complete collections of peer addresses
of thousands of swarms per hour. While initial investigations into the data were
already presented, a deeper analysis of the data is provided herein to show what no-
vel insights can be gained with the VIOLA data. For this purpose, Social Network
Analysis (SNA) is applied to the VIOLA 2016 dataset to show the dynamics of the
BitTorrent (BT) system.
SNA traditionally investigates individuals and their social relations, which are
modeled as graphs or networks consisting of nodes (individuals) and edges (rela-
tions, e.g., friendship) [57]. Modeling a system as a graph allows to apply SNA or
graphmeasures on that system, indicating features of the graph or its nodes and their
interconnections, termed network- and node-centric measures respectively. The
main limitation of most SNA measures is that they can only be applied to graphs
with one type of node, termed a one-mode graph [57]. Libraries to calculate these
measures [66] are well supported and tested and can be easily applied to any one-
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mode graph. Therefore, SNAmethods are not limited to social networks [70]. Furt-
hermore, SNA measures are typically dependent on the size of a network, i.e., the
number of nodes it contains, and, thus, are mainly suited to quantify and compare
similar networks, i.e., the same network in different timeslots.
SNA methods are predestined to analyze a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network such as
BT since it consists of connections like a graph. However, before applying those
methods to the VIOLA dataset, the data needs to be transformed into a one-mode
graph. Two possible projections of the two-mode graph, i.e., peers connected to
torrents, are investigated. The first is focusing on the peers or rather the locations
where content is shared, providing insights in the locality of content. The second is
focusing on the content itself and, thus, indicating the popularity of content, which
is the foundation for recommendation systems [16]. The transformations requi-
red to create one-mode graphs out of the Video Consumption inOverlayNetworks
(VIOLA) measurement data can be implemented in a three stage MapReduce job.
Therefore, this method applies to the VIOLAdata as well as larger datasets since the
processing can be scaled horizontally.
5.1 Data Transformation Methodology
A generic method to transform tuples combining a User ID (UID), a Content ID
(CID), and a timestamp is described, following the ConNet principle published
in [38]. Thus, this method can be applied to the VIOLA dataset but is not limited
to only this use case. Furthermore, changes to the methodology are possible if more
data is available, e.g., Section 5.2.2 uses the content size to give another dimension
to the edge weights.
Figure 5.1 presents the BT network as a two-mode graph (in the middle) consis-
ting of Content and Consumer nodes and edges representing a sharing relation. On
the left is the consumer-centric projection, where each consumer sharing a content
receives an edge to every other consumer sharing the same content. Duplicated ed-
ges are aggregated, and the number of duplicates is used as the weight of that edge.
This graph can be used to discover content to recommend to a user by following the
edges, similar to the YouTube recommendation system described in [16]. On the
right side of Figure 5.1, the content-centric projection is shown. It follows the same
procedure, the only difference is that the peers are turned into edges, and the tor-
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Two-Mode Graph Content  Network
Content (Torrent)Consumer (Peer)
Consumer Network
Figure 5.1: Abstract BitTorrent two-mode graph and its torrent and content network projection.
rents remain nodes. This content-centric network can be used to investigate with
whom peers share most content. Since peers, or Internet Protocol (IP) addresses,
can be mapped to countries or Autonomous System (AS) numbers, the network
can be further abstracted to generalize the analysis.
To detail this process, the method is explained according to three MapReduce
stages, allowing for a scalable implementation and execution in data processing clus-
ters. To prove the applicability of those stages, a Scala implementation for Apache
Spark is presented. Since spark can pass data in memory between the three stages, it
executes faster than traditionalMapReduce, although the resulting graphs are equal.
5.1.1 Transformation Design
Figure 5.2 depicts the generic transformationmethod. Themapping process and its
stages are detailed as a process to be executed for a specific timeslot. The processing
of the stages suits a MapReduce model and can, thus, scale to large data sets. The
details of the individual stages are explained.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of the projection transformation flow.
Stage 1 transforms a set of tuples into a two-mode graph, depicted in Figure 5.1.
Depending on the data format of the records, Stage 1 can be left out. However, in
the most general case, data can contain redundancies, as in the VIOLA case, which
can be elegantly removed by a MapReduce job or a Spark SQL query, handling the
filtering as well. Filtering is generally necessary since certain timeslots will be inves-
tigated and data can contain noise or outliers, which need to be removed. If there
is more than one timeslot, the filter can be changed and the full process can be re-
peated for every timeslot. Other attributes of records can be used for filtering (cf.
Section 5.1.3), e.g., a specific set of users or the location of users if it is available. The
MapReduce job abstracts the content providing service users who are connected to
content if they have consumed it, i.e., watched the video. Therefore, theMap phase
maps each record to a concatenation ofCIDandUID. For each combination ofCID
and UID, the Reduce phase emits an edge into an edge list.
Stage 2 implements theprojectionof the two-modegraph into aone-mode graph,
as depicted in Figure 5.1. The projection removes the user nodes from the two-mode
graph and replaces them with fully meshed connections between the content that
users consumed. Semantically, such an edge means “users also watched” similar to
the Youtube recommendation system [16]. An analogous example is the “bought
together” used in online shops. For this purpose, the Map phase in Stage 2 maps
UIDs to the CID. Thus, the Reduce phase receives a list of CIDs for every UID and
returns an edge for each pair of CIDs found, i.e., a permutation of the unique CIDs
per UID. The result is an edge list containing an edge for every CID that had a com-
mon UID.
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Stage 3 reduces the size of the edge list by aggregating the edge weights. Potenti-
ally, there aremanyparallel edges in the edge list fromStage 2. To reduce the number
of edges, they are combined, and thenumber of parallel edges is used asweight. Stage
3 is evenmore important if peers are aggregated toASes or countries. Thus, another
MapReduce job is required, optimizing the size of the output. This job is similar to
the word count algorithm; the value 1 is mapped to each edge, the reducer sums all
the values for an edge and emits the edge and the final sum, which corresponds to
the weight of that edge.
This simple edge list can be used to import the graph into a graph analysis soft-
ware, e.g., iGrpah [66]. This generic method can be applied to any data series con-
sisting of CID,UID, and time tuples. Depending on data size and available tools, an
implementation looks different. For the VIOLA dataset, a Spark based implemen-
tation was chosen.
5.1.2 Implementation for the Country Network
The VIOLA data is in the row based Avro format [61], which can be directly used
by Hive [62] or Spark SQL. To improve the performance of the transformation,
the redundancy is removed, and the resulting tables are stored in the columnar Par-
quet [63] storage format. As a result, the queries became faster due to a reduction of
data (removed redundancy) and a reduction of data needed to be read for a single job
(only relevant columns are read). The three stages were initially implemented using
Hadoop [65]MapReduce jobs, which resulted in oneMapReduce job for each stage
of the method. The drawback of this approach was that output had to be written
to the file system after each job and then read again for the next job. Thus, execu-
tion time was long and storage overhead high since the intermediate files were not
relevant after job completion.
The solution to those problems is the implementation of the three stages inApa-
che Spark [64]. Spark is much more flexible than traditional MapReduce as it al-
lows more types of transformations. Furthermore, several transformations, or jobs
inMapReduce, can be chained together without the need of definingmultiple jobs.
Since transformations can be directly chained, the complete data is kept in memory,
improving performance greatly compared toMapReduce. Another convenience of-
fered by Spark is Spark SQL,which allows querying files in theHDFSorHive tables.
Thus, it is well suited to implement the filtering.
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Listing 5.1: Scala implementation for Spark.
1 for(month <- 5 to 7){
2 val days = 1 to maxDayof(month)
3 days.foreach(day => {
4 val query = "SELECT A.infohash, A.country " +
5 "FROM torrentsperip as A " +
6 "JOIN dailysharedtorrents as B " +
7 "ON ( A.peeruid = B.peeruid " +
8 "AND B.year = A.year " +
9 "AND B.month = A.month " +
10 "AND B.day = A.day ) " +
11 "AND A.year = 2016 " +
12 "AND A.month = " + month + " " +
13 "AND A.day = " + day + " " +
14 "AND B.shared between 1 and 50 " +
15 "GROUP BY A.infohash, A.country"
16 val pt = sqlContext.sql(query)





21 val stage2 = stage1.map(
22 record => (record(0).toString, record(1).toString))
23 .groupByKey().flatMap{




28 val stage3 = stage2.map(edge => (edge, 1))
29 .reduceByKey(_ + _)
30 .map(edge => edge._1.from + '\t' +





Listing 5.1 shows the essential part of the Sark implementation for a country ba-
sed network, meaning that countries will be future nodes and torrents commonly
shared among countries constitute the future edges. Stage 1 consists of a Spark SQL
query defined on line 6. The query joins the “TorrentsPerIP” and the “DailySha-
redTorrents” tables. The former is used to filter certain peer addresses that share a
number torrents above a certain threshold, in this case 50. The latter contains all
unique IP addresses per torrent measured in one day. Thus, the query can run effi-
ciently and makes filtering simple. The query result is again sub-queried in line 19,
effectively filtering missing or non-existent country values. Since the actual query
is executed lazily this does not affect performance. The result is a list of all unique
torrent and country pairs, i.e., a two-mode graph’s edge list.
Stage2 first maps all countries to the torrents they share. Thus, the “flatMap”
operation receives an array of countries for every torrent. Each torrent is mapped to
all the combinations (“Perm.permutation(...)”) of countries in the array in line 30.
Those combinations are the edges of the newly projected one-mode graph.
Stage3 maps each edge to a value, corresponding to weight one. The edges are
then reduced by key, meaning that all equal edges are aggregated, and the weights
are added resulting in the final weight per edge. Edges and weights are written to
a text file in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The map in line 29 is
necessary to produce the correct line syntax.
5.1.3 Filtering
Before using BT data for analysis of user related effects, such as their preferences or
behavior, it has to be investigated how the BT network is used. Since BT is an open
system, it is being used in other ways than originally intended, e.g., measurements.
Measurement systems querying trackers will register their IP address with the trac-
ker and appear to be a member of the swarm. In the case of VIOLA this would
be easy to filter as the slave’s IP addresses are known. However, there can be other
measurement systems at work, or so-called seed boxes can bias the analysis.
Typically, regular users download content they want to watch, this is expected to
be the largest group of peers in the network and is also the most relevant one. Furt-
hermore, users operating dedicated servers, i.e., seed boxes, to download and seed 24
hours a day. Those seed boxes can be rented from providers specialized in this area.
Seed boxes are a gray area of concern since torrents can be added automatically, but
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Table 5.1: Statistics describing the torrents shared per IP and Peer Address from the VIOLA 2016 data.
Percentile 5th 25th Median 75th 95th Mean Max
Peer Address 1 1 1 2 5 1.75 19,528
IP Address 1 1 1 3 8 2.93 19,528
the system is operated by humans. However, in public BT trackers, it does notmake
sense to download and share content in which a user is not interested since there is
no share ratio enforcement in place. However, seed boxes can be used to hide the
location and identity of the owner, who can circumvent local anti-piracy measures.
Furthermore, there is the possibility of measurement systems being at work which
have to be filtered. Since those are potentially connected to all torrents measured.
Measurement systems are not only operated for research purposes, but also for copy
right law enforcement. To filter those, a reasonable threshold of torrents per peer or
IP address needs to be defined.
Figure 5.3a presents the ECDF of torrents per peer address and torrents per IP
based on data from a single day. Table 5.1 provides the summary statistics of the
same data. The most interesting observation is that 95% of the peer addresses share
only five torrents or less and almost 75% of them share only one. As expected, there
are more torrents shared per IP address than per peer address. This is an effect of
Network Address Translation (NAT) and Virtual Private Network (VPN) services,
consolidating multiple users in one public IP address. However, Table 5.1 proves
that at least 50% of IP addresses accommodate only a single user as the number of
torrents shared is equal to the corresponding peer addresses up to the median. The
mean shows a significant difference between the two peer identification schemes.
Those differences lead to the conclusion that it is more accurate to identify peers by
the peer address, i.e., IP address and port number, than only by the IP address.
Figure 5.3b presents a detailed view of the ECDF of torrents per IP and peer ad-
dress. The ECDF curve of the torrents per peer address changes direction rapidly
between 50 and 100 peers. Considering that only 0.026% of peer addresses fall in
the category of 50 or more torrents shared, applying 50 or even 100 as a filtering
threshold will not affect the number of peers noticeably. However, depending on
the network being constructed those peers filtered can have a large effect on the re-
sulting network, since they introduce an unrealistic amount of connections. Thus,
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Figure 5.3: ECDF of torrents per IP and peer address.
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Figure 5.4: Density of the country based network.
5.2 Social Network Analysis
SNA traditionally investigates individuals and their social relations, which are mo-
deled as graphs consisting of nodes (individuals) and edges (relations, e.g., friend-
ship) [57]. Modeling a system as a graph enables the use of several SNA measures,
which indicate properties of nodes or the full network, termed node and network-
centricmeasures respectively. With the transformationmethod presented herein (cf.
Section 5.1), the VIOLA data can be abstracted into different one-mode graphs or
networks, allowing standard SNAmeasures to be calculated on those networks. BT
swarms can contain many peers and, thus, a peer-centric network can be very large,
too large to compute in a reasonable time. Suitably, IP addresses can be abstracted
to countries or ASes, reducing the number of nodes. However, this may result in a
very dense network in which edge weights need to be taken into account.
5.2.1 The Country Network
Figure 5.4 shows the density of the country network over the three months of me-
asurement data. Density measures the ratio of existing edges to potentially existing
edges, meaning that a fully meshed graph has a density of 1. The two filter levels (50
and 100) do not affect the density of the network, meaning that no edges disappear
if the filter is changed. Thus, all countries participating in BT file sharing have con-
nections to each other that are not based on over proportional peers. The effects
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of measurement issues are clearly visible around June 8 and July 12. The country
net density lies in the range of 0.95 to 1, showing that the network is almost fully
connected. Therefore, when calculating SNAmeasures, the edge weight needs to be
taken into account to produce meaningful results.
Figure 5.5 presents the ECDF of all edge weights in the complete dataset. The
weight signifies how many torrents are commonly shared in the adjacent countries.
Thus, Figure 5.5 shows that almost 50% of pairs of countries commonly share bet-
ween 100 and 1,000 torrents. Furthermore, when investigating individual days, the
distribution is very similar to the total distribution, rendering an in-depth analysis
of daily edge weight distribution obsolete. This diversity in edge weights promises
improved results when they are considered in SNA measure calculations. The edge
weight is used as cost in shortest path calculations, therefore, it is necessary to alter
the weights to their reciprocal value, i.e., dividing one by the weight. This way, a
heavy edge is considered to be shorter than a light edge.
The most interesting aspect of the country network is the importance of nodes,
i.e., countries, in the network. To assess this importance, several node-centric mea-
sures are available. Figure 5.6 presents the ECDFof the strength, betweenness, close-
ness, eigenvector, and PageRank (PR) centralitymeasures normalized to the interval
[0,1]. The betweenness measure allows a distinct differentiation of the top nodes,
however, the distinction of the nodes outside the top 5 is marginal. In the case of
the country network, which is almost fully connected, paths with low cost will be
on many shortest paths. Thus, countries sharing many torrents with one or more
neighbor will have a high centrality. Closeness shows an adverse behavior, produ-
cing a clear distinction among the least central nodes, but very close value for the
most central nodes. The strength, eigenvector, and PR measures produce similarly
shaped curves, although, with different values. These measures produce the best
overall distinction between nodes.
Table 5.2 shows the top 10 countries with their normalized average measures.
The observation that strength, eigenvector, and PR centrality produce the best dis-
tinction, are confirmed by the raw numbers. The table allows comparing individual
countries and their ranking produced by the different measures against each other.
TheUnited States of America (US) is themost central country according to all mea-
sures. This result is surprising since claims have beenmade that file sharing has been






























Country Network Edge Weight Distribution
Figure 5.5: Distribution of the edge weights for all days in the measurement period.























Figure 5.6: Comparison of four node centrality measures.
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Table 5.2: Top 10 countries according to different node centrality measures.
Strength Betweenness Closeness Eigenv. PageRank
US 1.000 US 1.000 US 1.000 US 1.000 US 1.000
GB 0.981 CA 0.073 GB 0.999 GB 0.979 GB 0.983
CA 0.968 GB 0.032 CA 0.999 CA 0.965 CA 0.972
AU 0.960 FR 0.011 NL 0.999 AU 0.958 NL 0.964
NL 0.960 IT 0.006 AU 0.998 NL 0.956 AU 0.963
FR 0.915 AU 0.005 FR 0.998 FR 0.906 FR 0.925
BR 0.904 NL 0.004 BR 0.997 BR 0.896 BR 0.914
IN 0.886 BR 0.004 IN 0.997 IN 0.874 IN 0.897
ES 0.870 ZA 0.002 ES 0.996 ES 0.856 ES 0.884
PH 0.867 SE 0.002 CN 0.996 PH 0.853 PH 0.877
measure and 3rd by all others. One explanation for the ranking of the US is the
high diversity of its population that downloads content in many different langua-
ges, strengthening the ties to other countries. Apparently, it can be difficult to get
content with a domestic audience through legal channels abroad. Thus, file sharing
is the only or one of a few alternatives. All measures rank the US, Great Britain
(GB), and CA among the top three. The following ranks are not as clearly defined;
theNetherlands (NL),Australia (AU), France (FR), andBrazil (BR) are consistently
ranked among the top 10. India (IN), Spain (ES), and Philippines (PH) are consis-
tently ranked among the top 10 with strength, eigenvector, and PR, while closeness
replaces PHwith China (CN). The betweenness measure includes Italy (IT), South
Africa (ZA), and Sweden (SE) instead of IN, PH, and ES.
Apparently, English speaking countries play an important role in the sharing of
video content; it is also interesting to see smaller European countries, such as NL,
high in the rankings of all measures; even ranked before larger Asian countries, such
as CN and PH. According to the ranking, French seems to be the second most im-
portant language, explaining the high ranking of CA as it acts as a bridge between
English and French speaking countries such as FR. Table 5.3 supports this theory by
showing howmany torrents are in the dataset of a certain language. Although there
are more torrents in Hindi than in French, FR is consistently higher ranked, which
can only be explained by FR havingmore or stronger relations with other countries.
The presented average node centrality measures give a good overview over the
full dataset. However, the changes of those measures over time, i.e., their evolution,
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Table 5.3: Torrents shared in languages. Torrents that did not have a language available are marked
N/A.
Language Torrents Language Torrents
English 54,545 Italian 741
N/A 36,406 Tamil 612
Hindi 2,372 Korean 362
French 1,498 Japanese 358
Spanish 889 Portuguese 284
are an important aspect that needs to be considered. Figures 5.7-5.9 present the daily
measures of the respective top 10 countries from Table 5.2.
Strength centrality (cf. Figure 5.7) shows a consistent ranking with only few
changes, i.e., lines crossing. Also, the partially missing data around June 8 and July
25 are reflected by sharp decreases in the strength of all nodes during those times.
Since the strength measure mainly depends on the number of torrents shared in
a country, an increase means that more torrents were shared with other countries.
Interestingly, on May 16 a gap between the top 5 and the rest emerges, leading to
the conclusion that torrents were added that were mainly shared among those top 5
countries. The gap starts to decrease on June 17 when FR is closing it.
Betweenness centrality (cf. Figure 5.8) makes a very clear distinction of the top
country (US) compared to the others, even on a logarithmic scale. The US consis-
tently show a betweenness that is an order of magnitude higher than the runner-up
(GB). For the rest of the nodes, a high fluctuation of betweenness can be observed.
Thus, depending on the day, the ranking of the most central nodes will look diffe-
rent. Since betweenness is the number of the shortest paths a node lies on, a higher
betweenness for one nodemeans a lower one for another. This split can be observed
before May 15, when GB, NL, and BR were rising while AU and PH were decrea-
sing. This could be due to a very popular content being released and first shared in
the rising group, the similar time zones of those two groups support this explana-
tion.
PR centrality (cf. Figure 5.9) shows a distinction very similar to the strength cen-
trality. However, PR is less dependent on the number of torrents than strength as
it shows less general fluctuation. Furthermore, also the outages are visible, but they
manifest as peaks instead of troughs. Again the gap between the top 5 and the rest






















































































































































































































































Figure 5.9: PR centrality evolution of the country network.
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nodes, although, some increase more than others. All nodes displayed show small
decreases after every major tick, corresponding to Sundays. This effect weakens af-
ter June 26 which coincides with the air date of the last episode of Game of Thrones
(GoT) season 6.
The analysis of the country network provided an overview OF the dataset and
led to the surprising conclusion that the US and CA are still crucial for the BT net-
work. Those results directly contradict the popular opinion that piracy is reduced in
Northern America [55, 2] and indicates that relative traffic numbers are not a good
indicator for piracy levels. The analysis showed that traffic is highly international
and, thus, it is worth to look more closely at the AS and the content shared among
them.
5.2.2 The Autonomous System Network
To provide a deeper insight into the locality of BitTorrent swarms, peers were map-
ped to their ASes. Thismapping is exact, since ASes have IP prefixes assigned. Com-
pared to the country network, the AS network is more accurate, but it lacks the ge-
ographic aspect because a single AS can be used all over the world. Additionally, the
edges, representing torrents, can be weighted according to the size of the files and
the number of peers downloading it. Thus, the edge weight signifies the amount of
traffic, which two ASes potentially exchange.
The weight of an edge is best calculated in stage 2 when all the ASes sharing a
torrent are combined. According to the BT specification [13], peers are selected
randomly, meaning any peer has equal chances of downloading from another peer.
Thus, the potential amount of traffic flowing to ASj can be calculated by multi-
plying the number of peers with the size of the respective torrent. The amount of
traffic coming from a specific AS is proportional to the portion of peers from the
swarm located in said AS. For illustration, the formula to calculate traffic fromASi
toASj, TASi−ASj, for a torrent is given in Equation 5.1.




Equation 5.1 shows that the traffic between ASes is symmetric, since switching
ASi and ASj will not change the result. This property is important for the perfor-






























Figure 5.10: Comparison of four node centrality measures.
once per pair of ASes. Semantically, this weight reflects the traffic uploaded from
one AS to the other AS, which is the same amount traffic uploaded by the second
AS to the first.
The resulting network represents ASes connected by their potential data flow
in one direction. The weight does not reflect the actual traffic exchanged, as this
would require more information on peers’ bandwidth and also the completion of
downloads. However, the goal of this analysis is to compare the relations of ASes
for which this weight provides a suitable indicator.
Figure 5.10 presents strength, eigenvector, and PR centrality as their ECDF. For
this network calculating shortest path basedmetrics, e.g., betweenness and closeness,
is not feasible, since the network averages at 17,000 nodes and 61 million edges a
day. Thus, the complexity to calculate all the shortest paths is too high. Similar to
the country network, the three remainingmeasures produce similarly shaped ECDF
curves. The eigenvector is very close to the strength while PR shows a steeper curve
and a clear cut-off at about 42% of the values, for which no distinction can bemade.



































































































































































































































Figure 5.13: AS network file size weighted PR centrality evolution.
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Table 5.4: Top 10 AS ranked according to strength and PR centrality.
Rank Number Organization Name
1 9299 Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company
2 132199 Globe Telecom Inc.
3 43350 NForce Entertainment B.V.
4 18881 TELEFÔNICA BRASIL S.A
5 7922 Comcast Cable Communications, LLC
6 28573 CLARO S.A.
7 45595 Pakistan Telecom Company Limited
8 12322 Free SAS
9 4766 Korea Telecom
10 10139 Smart Broadband, Inc.
Figure 5.11 depicts the density of the network. The density is the percentage of
possible edges that actually exist. This figure shows distinct peaks at the beginning
of every week, which have been observed before, meaning that certain content can
connect ASes, whichwould otherwise not share any common content. It also shows
that the release date of that content is more important than the time of the week.
Apparently, BT users want the content as soon as it is available, indicating that the
model of releasing content graduated over the different regions increases piracy. The
density is decreasing over timewhich is explained by the overall reduction in torrents
over the measurement period.
Figure 5.12 presents the strength evolution of the top 10 ASes. The strength is
the sum of all edge weights of an AS, meaning it is the aggregate of the potential
traffic coming in or out of the AS. Table 5.4 provides the names to the AS numbers
in the legend. Surprisingly, the two top ASes are located in the Philippines, which
were only ranked 10th or higher in the country network. Thus, the Philippines share
fewer torrents but create more traffic with those torrents due to having more peers
sharing them. Furthermore, there is a large gap between the two leading ASes and
the rest between June 12 and June 26., exactly until the last episode of GoT Season 6
aired.
Figure 5.13 shows the PR centrality for the top 10 ASes. The ranking is slightly
different; however, the two top ASes from the Philippines are still in the top two
ranks. Furthermore, the gap in strength opening just before June 12 is also obser-
vable in the PR evolution. PR also shows smoother peaks than strength. Further-
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more, PR shows some distinct peaks after June 16 which are not as well visible in the
strength figure. Those peaks are not as regular since they represent individual movie
torrent releases, which typically spawn a flash crowd and then start to lose popularity
slowly.
The AS network allows to compare ASes according to the traffic they are pro-
ducing. Although the method does not produce accurate traffic numbers, it shows
whichASes sharemore data. It is surprising to see 2 Philippine Internet Service Pro-
viders (ISPs) on the top of this ranking. Explanations for those observations are the
liberal legislature regarding online piracy and the presence of VPN gateways. Anot-
her unexpected appearance in the top 10 is the Dutch company NForce Entertain-
ment B.V., specializing in hosting of dedicated servers with fast Internet connection.
These are the requirements of seed boxes that are used solely to download torrents.
For public BT trackers, users typically select this option if the legislature in their
country does not allow file sharing, effectively avoiding prosecution. For the ana-
lysis of content piracy this means that a significant part of downloads can not be
localized as the true identities of those file sharers are hidden. However, it shows
that file sharers are resourceful and are even willing to pay for solutions. If users
are willing to pay to illegally share content, this must be the only option to access
content or they would just buy it. Another motivation to rent seed boxes is the en-
forcement of share ratios in private BT communities. However, this is not relevant
for the results presented herein, since no private communities were included in the
measurements.
5.2.3 The Torrent Network
Providing another perspective into the BT data, a network of torrents is created,
representing the right-hand part of Figure 5.1. Thus, this network will connect tor-
rents, i.e., videos, by the number of peers that share them commonly. A network
like this is the basis for content recommendation as it can be used to discover con-
tent starting from one content a user has consumed. The number of common peers
among two torrents are used as the edge weight, signifying the strength of the con-
nection.
Figure 5.14 provides the ECDF of node centrality metrics over the full measure-
ment data, giving an overview of the different measures. There is no noticeable dif-

































Figure 5.14: Comparison of three node centrality measures of the torrents’ network with peers sharing
100 or less torrents.
of 100 torrents per peer is used. The ECDF shows that 82% percent of the torrents
have no centrality at all with all metrics used. Thus, only 18% of the measured tor-
rents are relevant for many users. This confirms the observations made regarding
popularity (cf. Section 4.2.2), showing a near exponential popularity distribution.
Furthermore, the strength, eigenvector, and PRmeasures show a very similar distri-
bution. Only the eigenvector is exhibiting a long tail covering much lower values
than the other two.
The density of the networks with a filter threshold of 50 and 100 are presented
in Figure 5.15. The difference between the two filter levels manifests in a slightly
lower density for the stricter filter of 50 torrents per peer. However, the shape of the
curves is very similar and also the technical difficulties become visible around June
8 and July 19. At the beginning of the measurement, density is above 20%, but it
decreases quickly and then remains below that threshold. The decline in density is
explained by the lower number of torrents at the start of the measurement, but due
to the near exponential popularity and the quadratic growth of potential edges, new
torrents bring fewer connections on average than the existing part. Thus, the density
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Figure 5.17: Torrent network PR centrality evolution.
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Figure 5.16 depicts the top 10 torrents’ strength evolution for a filter threshold of
100 torrents per peer. The top 10 ranking is doneon the average strengthover the full
dataset. Apparently, the most relevant content measured were the Television (TV)
shows GoT and “The Flash”, but also the movie “Captain America” is among the
top 10. The GoT episodes exhibit a very distinct weekly pattern; whenever a new
episode is released, a peak in strength appears the day after (due to the UTC used
in the measurement). Furthermore, each of those peaks is accompanied by smaller
peaks of previous episodes. Those smaller peaks have two reasons: First, users shut
down their BT client after an episode is downloaded, and restart it when a new one
comes out and continue seeding the old episodes. Second, users are reminded to
download the old episode by the new episode coming out soon. The second reason
also explains the slight increase in old episodes before the day of the release of a new
episode.
The top 10 torrents are presented in Figure 5.17 according to PR centrality. The
most notable change to the strength ranking is the distinct group of GoT episodes
on top of the ranking. Episodes of “The Flash” are consistently ranked lower, and
“Arrow” is exchanged with the movie “How to Be Single”. Another difference can
be observed afterMarch 15where there is no high peak compared to the otherweeks,
although, the strength centrality shows at least peaks for “The Flash” and “Captain
America”. GoT episode 4, which was released on March 15, is missing from the list,
which is surprising as episodes 3 and 5 both are in the top 10. This must have to
do with “Captain America” becoming available before and, thus, interrupting the
network. Therefore, it can be concluded that both network measures, strength and
PR, are a relative measure of popularity, contrasting the standard measure of total
downloads or views. Appendix A presents the seeder and leecher numbers for the
top movies and TV shows, which confirm the observations of the relative nature
of SNA measures. Furthermore, the comparison between movies and TV shows
shows that TV shows gain and loose popularity more quickly than movies. Under
this aspect, the interruption of GoT episode 4 is even more noteworthy.
The torrent based network abstraction gives a different angle on the BT data
compared to a peer-centric approach. The analysis and comparison of SNA mea-
sures on the torrent network have shown their usefulness when comparing content
against each other. Applied on the VIOLAdata, the strength and PR centrality give
an indication which content is most important on a given day. Observing torrents’
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centrality, distinct weekly patterns were discovered. Surprisingly, those weekly pat-
terns also appear in older episodes of TV shows and even movies are affected.
5.3 Chapter Summary
The abstraction of BT data into user and content networks proved to be a feasible
method for the analysis of country influence, relative traffic shares ofAS, and relative
content popularity. The method presented in 5.1 proved to apply to a dataset of 4.7
TB.
The countrynetwork analysis leads to the conclusion thatEnglish-speaking coun-
tries (US, GB, CA, AU) are the most influential as they share the largest number of
torrents across borders. Finding the US clearly on top of this list is surprising since
the laws are strict andVODservices offer the largest catalogs. The number anddiver-
sity of the US population can, at least partially, explain this effect, since this means
that much content in foreign languages is shared in the US, especially if that foreign
content is not available from any legal service.
Furthermore, the country network has shown that English-speaking countries
(US, GB, CA, AU) are the most influential as they share the largest number of tor-
rents across borders. However, diving deeper into the traffic weighted AS network
showed that twoPhilippineASes consistently shared the largest amount of data over
the full data analyzed. Finally, the torrent network gave insight into the type of con-
tent that is most popular and revealed patterns in the way BT is used.
Diving into the file-size-weighted AS network showed that two Philippine AS
consistently shared the largest amount of data over the full data analyzed. The third
position, “NForce Entertainment B.V.”, was also surprising as the AS belongs to a
dedicated server hosting company rather than an ISP, questioning the claims of re-
duced piracy in Northern America and documenting the importance of BTmeasu-
rements to assess anti-piracy measures.
The torrent network showed that themost popular content during themeasure-
ments were the “Game of Thrones” episodes, but also other TV shows and some
movies were among the most influential. This popularity of TV shows leads to
distinct weekly patterns due to users downloading new episodes immediately after
their release. Movies behave differently and do not seem to be influenced by the TV
shows.
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Those results show a level of detail over an extended period, which has not been
seen before due to the lack of detailed datasets (cf. Section 2.5). This level of detail
is needed, for instance, to compare content released independently from each other,
e.g., GoT and “Captain America”, and the effect those releases have on the attention
of users. The shared-together property of the torrent network provides the basis for
producing recommendations for users, even outside the BitTorrent system.
The findings presented herein confirm the relevance of detailed BT data that VI-
OLA can deliver. VIOLAprovided a dataset of unprecedented detail and complete-
ness, allowing the investigation of the relation of content and users over time. With
previous datasets, this was not possible since at least one of those three dimensions
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This Thesis has shown that BitTorrent (BT) is still widely used and that the most
popular content shared is copyrighted and, thus, shared illegally. Therefore, detailed
and complete BT measurements are required to assess measures and trends, such as
the use of rented servers. Furthermore, this data collected is beneficial for a mul-
titude of purposes, e.g., content recommendations. The comparison of prior BT
measurement studies and their resulting data sets showed that a gap in previous me-
asurements was identified. Specifically, measurements, or data sets, providing mul-
tiple samples per hour, including tens of thousands of swarms, and coveringmonths
were missing. Even if the sampling rate is ignored, the studies including more than
10,000 swarms typically provided only a single sample not reflecting the time dimen-
sion well. However, it is this time dimension that is key in building the factual basis
to assess changes in the file sharing behavior, e.g., due to new laws or the confiscation
of BT indexes. For those purposes, data of high resolution is required, but also over
an extended period. Therefore, BT is still very relevant and prior research did not
cover it in sufficient detail.
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6.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis made the following contributions: (a) the design and implementation
of a distributed scalable BT measurement system, termed VIOLA, which can col-
lect data sets that fill the identified gap; (b) a dataset covering 3 months, 70,000
swarms, and 3 samples per hour, proving that the VIOLA systemworks as designed
and providing the basis for novel insights in BT behavior; (c) a method to transform
the measurement data into graphs with different semantics building the basis for
quantifying user and content-centric properties of the BT system.
6.1.1 BTPC and VIOLA
To accurately measure BT swarms, the BitTorrent Peer Collector (BTPC) problem,
i.e., collecting all peers of a swarm, was solved. First, swarm size estimators, i.e., sim-
ple and maximum likely hood estimators, were investigated through simulations.
Second, the collection of a swarm through random draws was modeled accurately
to orchestrate the collection across multiple collectors. Analysis of real world trac-
ker responses confirmed that both estimators provide accurate swarm size estimates
and that trackers report accurate swarm sizes. By applying a sliding window to the
estimation, accurate swarm sizes can be continuously estimated. TheMainline Dis-
tributed Hash Table (MDHT) provides more unique peers per response than any
of the regular trackers, but due to timing parameters, chosen by its developers, the
estimations fall short. Furthermore, more peers were found to be in the MDHT
than in any of the investigated trackers. This analytical model, derived to predict
the number of tracker requests and needed to collect a swarm, allows orchestrating
the collection of a swarm among multiple collectors.
Based on those insights, the decision was taken to follow a distributed approach
for the design of Video Consumption in Overlay Networks (VIOLA), employing
a master-slave architecture. While the slaves are responsible for querying trackers
and the MDHT, the master discovers new torrents and persists the results received
from the slaves, allowing the system to scale horizontally should slaves become over-
loaded. By dividing the collection into different categories, also the master can be
scaled horizontally. A relational data model for the data that can be collected from
trackers and the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) was developed and transformed
into a schema for MySQL [50] and Avro [61]. Measurement runs have shown that
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the MySQL based storage reaches its limit rather quickly and, thus, the Avro ap-
proachwas chosen for large-scale measurements. The analytical collectormodel was
implemented in the adaptive scheduler, leading to an efficient collection of large and
small swarms with negligible communication overhead.
The investigation of the BTPChas led to a scalable and autonomously orchestra-
ted systems design. The data is written to a flexible and standardized output format,
which canbe easily transferred to data storage or processing systems such asHadoop.
The resulting implementation fulfills the requirements to close the gap in BT mea-
surements identified in Chapter 2.
6.1.2 VIOLA Measurements
To assess the capabilities of the VIOLA implementation and to collect a dataset that
goes beyond the state of the art, twomeasurement runswere executed: inApril 2015
and fromMay to July 2016. The 2015measurementwas executedwith a simple sche-
duler not considering swarm size for collection, resulting in adataset covering 14days
and 5,000 swarms. The maximum swarm size that could be fully collected with the
simple scheduler and those parameters chosen was identified to be at approximately
10,000. Furthermore, the limited usability of traditional SQL databases for this spe-
cific use case was discovered. Both of those lessons learned were addressed by the
implementation of the Avro-based storage component and the adaptive scheduler.
With the improved VIOLA system, three months of measurements were collected.
The result was that 98% of the swarm collections (3 times an hour), collected more
than 95% of the swarm size reported by trackers. Considering that some swarms
contained well over 100,000 peers and that the infrastructure used was comparable,
this is an excellent result and delivers enough accuracy to analyze the data in detail.
Compared to previous BT measurements, the VIOLA dataset provides a new
quality by combining the time, content, and user dimensions in an unprecedented
way. Chapter 2 categorized the VIOLA dataset along the same criteria as the prior
measurements (cf. Figure 4.15) and showed thatVIOLA fills the gap in BTmeasure-
ments. Also in terms of time frame, VIOLAprovides new results, coveringmonths.
Thus, VIOLA enabled analytical methods as presented in Chapter 5.
A first analysis of the collected data showed thatNorthAmerica has fallen behind
Asia andEurope in the total number of active peers compared to theOno study [51].
The popularity of content, measured by maximum swarm size, shows an almost ex-
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ponential distribution. Tracker reported swarm sizes are lower than those collected
from the MDHT, confirming the initial results from Chapter 3 on a large scale. An
anomaly was observed in the rank distribution of tracker reported swarm sizes, visi-
ble over the full data and specifically when looking at the July data. More detailed
investigations of tracker reports show a new tracker emerging and seemingly repor-
ting unrealistic numbers. This event coincided with the seizing of the “Kickass Tor-
rents” portal’s servers by the FBI, showing that a single measurement snapshot can
be very biased and continuous measurements of BT swarms and sufficient level of
detail, as provided by VIOLA, are necessary to draw valid conclusions.
6.1.3 Analysis
To analyze the collected data and quantify the importance of individual countries
andAutonomous Systems (ASes), a method to transform the tracker responses into
a one-mode graph, allowing quantification of node centrality was introduced. The
presented method applies to any trace that contains a user Identifier (ID), content
ID, and time. If the users can be mapped to a location or Internet Service Provider
(ISP), the same networks and metrics as presented in this thesis can be produced,
making different data sets comparable. Two options for projecting the BT network,
consisting of torrents and peers, exist.
The first option consists of replacing the torrent nodes with edges between the
peers, which were aggregated to countries and ASes with edges weighted according
to the potential traffic exchanged with other ASes. The country network showed
a very high density, being consistently above 95%. Thus, almost every country is
directly connected to almost any other country. As a consequence, edge weights
(number of commonly shared torrents) were important when calculating node cen-
trality measures. The different Social Network Analysis (SNA) measures applied,
led to different results. However, the results were similar having 9 (except between-
ness having 7) out of the top 10 in common with the others. The US was the most
central country in all metrics followed by GB and CA. Despite efforts to eradicate
content piracy, theUS andCAare important in the BT ecosystem. However, theAS
network weighted by the potential traffic shows that the Philippines are responsible
for most traffic during the whole measurement period. Furthermore, a Dutch pro-
vider of servers is among the top ranked AS. The only explanation is the use of this
provider’s servers as seed boxes, acting as a proxy for users that cannot run a system
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24 hours a day or that are afraid to use their Internet connection to share pirated
content. Thus, it can be concluded that raw traffic numbers are not sufficient to as-
sess the degree of piracy in a region. Furthermore, if piracy is reduced in one place, it
might rise in another due to increased use of seed boxes or Virtual Private Network
(VPN) services.
The second option is to replace peers with edges between torrents, resulting in a
content centric network. This network can be used to discover or recommend new
content to users by following the edges of content they already consumed. Those re-
commendations are not restricted to BT, but can be used for any Video onDemand
(VOD) service. The content network also allows to rank content according to its
centrality in the BT system through node centrality measures, providing a new an-
gle on the popularity of content. The application of those measures to the VIOLA
dataset revealed strong weekly patterns, caused by the release of new episodes of the
“Game of Thrones” Television (TV) show. Additionally, the release of a new epi-
sode caused a peak in the centrality of older episodes and also popular movies such
as “Captain America CivilWar”. Thus, weekly patterns are a result of releases rather
than a consequence of the day of the week.
The network analysis presented showed how the noisy and redundant data from
the VIOLAmeasurement systemwas transformed into a graph structure which can
then be used to calculate metrics. Besides the benefit of providing information on
the relations between countries or ASes and between content, SNA measures are a
way ofmonitoring a system over an extended period. Providing the basis to evaluate
changes in the BT system, e.g., due to anti-piracy measures.
6.2 Review of Research Questions
Based on those contributions made in this thesis, the four main research questions
and their sub-questions (cf. Section 1.4) can be answered. Those questions are re-
viewed, and the answers to them are provided.
1. What is state of the art in BT measurement and monitoring?
(a) What are the most critical measurements and what are their conclusi-
ons?
(b) Where is the gap in existing BT measurement methodology?
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Before VIOLA, BT measurements mostly provided snapshots of large numbers
of swarms or time series of a few swarms. The methodology used was mainly trac-
ker and portal scraping, but also more advanced approaches, exploiting the Peer Ex-
change (PEX) mechanism, were used before. The most important measurements
were the Grp. [24] providing a time series of 16 swarms comprising 440 samples in
88 hours. The second notable example is [76] providing one sample of more than 1
Billion swarms in 12h. Those two measurements represent the extremes, but in the
middle of those was a gap. Furthermore, those measurements covered a maximum
of 4 days, which is not enough to identify weekly patterns.
2. How can this gap in BT measurements be closed?
(a) How can all peers sharing a file be identified?
(b) How can a BT measurement system be built?
The analysis of the BTPC problem has resulted in a model which was used to
orchestrate the distributed collection of BT swarms. Investigations of tracker and
DHT time series have shown that the MDHT can be used to collect swarms faster
than with trackers only. The most important piece of the engineering of VIOLA
was the adaptive scheduler which implements the BTPC model and is capable of
collecting swarms as large as 300,000 peers, the largest swarm that occurred during
the measurements.
3. Can BT be measured accurately?
(a) What accuracy can the designed system achieve?
(b) What resources are required to achieve a certain accuracy?
(c) Does the collected data confirm prior findings?
Yes, VIOLA has shown that it is possible to collect swarms accurately. Further-
more, most swarms are exactly as big as advertised by trackers and could be collected
completely. Other swarms are dispersed among several trackers, but the MDHT
provides far more peers than the busiest tracker. Even for the largest swarm, VI-
OLA has shown that it can collect them completely. The resources used in the VI-
OLA 2016 measurement were a server with 64 GB ram and ten slaves with 8 GB
RAM; those were able to collect all swarms discovered. RAM has shown to be the
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critical resource in this process. Finally, when compared to prior analysis, similar
characteristics could be identified. The popularity distribution of content has not
changed and is consistent with prior findings. Furthermore, daily patterns over dif-
ferent continents are still similar, but the distribution of peers among continents has
changed. Finally, the common assumption of selfish peers was clearly contradicted
by the number of seeders in a swarm constantly growing.
4. What insights can be gained with such a dataset?
(a) How can the raw measurement data be transformed to apply standard
methods to it?
(b) Which countries are important in BT
(c) Which ASes are creating the most traffic?
(d) Which content has the largest influence on the users?
The dataset can provide all the insights prior measurements provided, but due
to its high resolution and extended period, it allows more investigations. However,
this larger dataset required scalablemethods of data processing, forwhich Spark [64]
proved to be perfectly suitable to transform the raw data into different graphs for
SNA. This analysis has shown that the US, despite its strict anti-piracy legislature,
is the most important country in BT file sharing. However, considering file sizes,
the analysis revealed that the Phillipine ISPs are responsible for the largest amount
of traffic, but also a Dutch dedicated server provider was prominently placed in that
ranking. Finally, TV shows emerged as the most influential content in the BT sy-
stem, with the largest flash crowds and largest swarms in general. Movies show a less
steep rise in downloads after their release, but the interest in movies is more sustai-
nable than in TV shows.
6.3 Conclusions
BT is a dynamic system with a scale of those dynamics ranging from hours to ye-
ars. Therefore, also the resulting Internet traffic follows those dynamics, which are
influenced by factors such as natural human behavior (day and night patterns), re-
lease times of content, legislature, and the availability of VOD services. The ability
of VIOLA, to continuously measure BT in short intervals, allows to capture those
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dynamics over the full scale.The BTPC analysis made this possible and can be re-
used in any distributed collectionwith random samples, e.g., , monitoring of animal
populations in vast areas. The resulting detailed data allows to identify reoccurring
patterns, due to TV show releases, which make Internet traffic more predictable
and, thus, supports ISPs’ network management efforts. Furthermore, comparing
measurements with a year in between them, showed a move of peers from Europe
to Asia, which is a long-term effect that can only be captured by repeated or conti-
nuous measurement over years.
The shift BT of users to Asia shows that content piracy is a global problem since
pirates can easily circumvent legislature by renting a server abroad or by using aVPN
service. While it is certainly true that some pirates moved to legal offerings when
those became available, still a diverse crowd of file sharers remains in those regions.
Thus, just relying on traffic measurements falls short as it mainly shows the growth
of VOD services in some areas, but cannot capture the evading measures Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) users take to avoid prosecution. The current discussion of piracy and
counter-measures lacks this global and technical perspective. However, the results
presented in this thesis can provide such a perspective, which has shown that file
sharers make use of seed-boxes and VPN services.
Covering a wide selection of content allows for distinct analysis of content popu-
larity in different regions. Thus, the VIOLA 2016 is a valuable resource for content
or VODproviders to optimize their services. Better VOD services are a way of redu-
cing piracy and improving the revenue of providers at the same time.
Finally, this thesis concludes that file sharing remains popular and a problem for
copyright holders and associated industries. The newmeasurement and analytic ap-
proaches contributed by this thesis, constitute the tools to monitor BT, the largest
P2P file sharing system, and assess measures taken to prevent piracy. Furthermore,
the traces collected constitute a unique dataset for content recommendations, since
the diversity of content available in BT surpasses those of VOD services, which are
constrained by licensing. Thus, this thesis provided a scalable BTmeasurementmet-
hodology, a new type of dataset, and analyses, giving novel insight in the BT system
and its users’ behavior.
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6.4 Future Work
The investigation of the BTPC problem, the design and implementation of the VI-
OLA measurement system, the collection of the VIOLA dataset, and its transfor-
mation and analysis were important steps for BT measurement methodology and
analysis, expanding the state of the art. However, open research and design questi-
ons remain.
Currently, SNA libraries are limited to run on single machines. Distributed fra-
meworks, such as Spark GraphX, allow only a very limited set of methods to calcu-
late SNA measures in a cluster. Specifically, distributed shortest path calculations
are missing. Researching distributed algorithms for those measures potentially in-
creases the scalability of SNA in general andwould significantly improve the level of
detail of peer-centric networks analysis.
The new characteristic of the VIOLA 2016 dataset enables a vast amount of op-
tions for analysis, going beyond the ones presented in this thesis. One option is
the creation and evaluation of recommendation systems, which can then be used in
VOD services or for prefetching of BT content to reduce peak internet traffic. Anot-
her option is the analysis of patterns in the data using machine learning or pattern
recognition techniques, which can analyze the full dataset inmuchmore detail than
the analysis presented in this thesis.
This thesis investigated public BT usage. However, due to the risk of prosecu-
tion, Internet pirates have formed private communities, using trackers that are not
publicly available. To extend the scope of BT research even further, those commu-
nities need to be considered in more detail. A first step would be to collect informa-
tion on existing communities to gain an understanding of how important those are
compared to the public network. In a second step, those communities need to be
included in measurements to investigate the differences in content availability and
user behavior.
The analysis of the VIOLA dataset has shown daily and weekly patterns. To
investigate even larger time frames, longer measurements are required. Ideally, con-
tinuous measurements can be handled. While the measurement system can handle
this, the question of data aggregation and management, i.e., when to delete data or
what aggregation level to store in the long term, needs to be answered. With a con-
tinuous measurement and analysis, long term effects, i.e., changes in legislature, can
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be observed and anti-piracy measures can be evaluated. Additionally, the measure-
ment itself can be extended to allow more detailed traffic estimations, requiring at
least a sampling of download completion ratio per AS. Thus, the potential traffic
can be substantiated to future traffic, providing a more realistic metric. Leading to
the question if it is possible to create a model of Internet traffic caused by BT file




Trackers report the number of seeders and leechers that are in a swarm. Seeders,
having completed their download, have no reason to stay in the swarm and continue
to upload. Section 4.1 presented a case of the 2015 dataset which showed that with
time, the number of seeders becomes larger than the number of leechers and that the
number of seederswill constantly stay larger. Toprovide a broader view and toprove
that this altruistic behavior can be observed in different swarms, more examples are
given here. Thus, examples ofTVShows andMovies are presented showing the first
week of the torrents’ lifetimes.
A.1 TV Shows
Figures A.1 toA.3 show seeder and leecher numbers for theGame of Thrones episo-
des 3, 5, and 8, as those were the three biggest swarms at their peak. All three episo-
des exhibit a flash crowd behavior immediately after their releases. Interestingly, the
tipping point in the seeder leecher ratio, i.e., when seeders become more numerous
than leechers, appears a fewhours after the release. The length of the videos certainly
has an influence on this time as an episode is typically shorter than one hour the files
are smaller than movie files.
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Figure A.1: Seeders and leechers in the first week of Game of Thrones Episode 3.


















Figure A.2: Seeders and leechers in the first week of Game of Thrones Episode 5.
















Figure A.3: Seeders and leechers in the first week of Game of Thrones Episode 8.
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A.2 Movies
FiguresA.4 toA.7 present the seeders and leechers for the four largestmovie swarms.
The flash crowd effect is still visible forCaptainAmerica andWarCraft but it is not as
strong as with Game of Thrones. Also, the tipping point is reached later. “Captain
America 1080p” and “10 Cloverfield Lane” show less of a flash crowd behavior and
the tipping point for “Captain America 1080p” is only reached after four days of its
lifetime, supporting the argument with the file size which extends download times.
















Figure A.4: Seeders and leechers in the first week of Captain America.


















Figure A.5: Seeders and leechers in the first week of Captain America in higher, 1080p, quality.
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Figure A.6: Seeders and leechers in the first week of 10 Clover Field Lane.
















Figure A.7: Seeders and leechers in the first week of War Craft.



















Figure A.8: Seeders and leechers in the first week of London Has Fallen.
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B
Peers Measured per Hour
To give a long term view of the peers per continent, the plots of unique peers per
hour are provided here for the full measurement period. Figures B.1 to B.13 show
oneweek ofmeasurement data. The scale of the y-axis is kept the same for all figures.
Table B.1 provides the abbreviations used for the continents in the figures.
Table B.1: Continent abbreviations.
EU Europe NA North America
AS Asia SA South America
AF Africa OC Oceania
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EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.1: Peers per continent in week 1 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.2: Peers per continent in week 2 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.3: Peers per continent in week 3 of the 2016 measurement.
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EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.4: Peers per continent in week 4 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.5: Peers per continent in week 5 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.6: Peers per continent in week 6 of the 2016 measurement.
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EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.7: Peers per continent in week 7 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.8: Peers per continent in week 86 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.9: Peers per continent in week 9 of the 2016 measurement.
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EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.10: Peers per continent in week 10 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.11: Peers per continent in week 11 of the 2016 measurement.




















EU AS NA AF SA OC Average
Figure B.12: Peers per continent in week 12 of the 2016 measurement.
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GeoChart.js (https://github.com/GeoChart) visualizes country-referencednu-
merical data on interactive choropleth maps (i.e. Figure C.1). GeoChart.js takes ar-
bitrary data and produces aworldmap, where each countrywill be colored relatively
to the value assigned to it. The main strength of GeoChart is the interactive inter-
face that allows a user to select the data to be displayed and also lets a user change
the color function used to determine the color of countries. The first option to use
GeoChart is to feed the data directly into the viewwhichwill render themapwith it.
The second option is to use the provided back-end to read the data from a database
following the relational data model. The GeoChart visualization system consists of
three parts: a database, a back-end, and a view. The data base follows a generic data
model C.2, which is queried and served to the view by the back-end. To re-use Ge-
oChart the easiest way is to store the relevant data in a database schema following
the generic datamodel and connect the back-end to this database. Furthermore, it is
also possible to write extensions to the back-end to support other database systems
and layouts or to feed the data directly to the view.
Choropleth maps visualize one value per country. The color is determined by
calculating the relative position of the value in the range of [0, maximum value]. A





Figure C.1: The same distribution of all unique IP addresses on April 13, 2015 with different color
functions.
The data point will be converted into thematching color, using functions instead of
classifications for the representation of values. Color functions do not suffer from
some of the problems of fixed color classes, like loss of precision [1]. It is not re-
quired to define fixed ranges, but rather one function, which defines the complete
course of the data range. To avoid a biased representation of the map, multiple co-
lor functions are provided. The color functions influence the relative position in the
above-mentioned range of values. They were selected from the basic set of mathe-
matical functions and can be extended easily. The logarithmic scale was chosen as
the standard color function for themap since it does not react as strongly to outliers
as linear functions, leading to a general improvement of the color distribution. The
user is able to select the desired color function in the interactive user interface.
GeoChart supports multiple dimensions of data. It allows to represent a list of
different values on the world map. Individual datasets can be easily exchanged wit-
hout reloading the map. It can, for example, visualize the distribution of response
times of peers as well as the sum of peers in the respective country in one instance.


















Figure C.2: GeoChart’s data model. Country and Continents are static data.
country is listed with the relative value, the absolute value, and its color. The data
can be downloaded into a CSV (Comma Separated Value) format to further process
it. Dimensions can be switched within the sidebar overlay.
The most convenient interface offered by GeoChart is the database, which al-
lows to provide the data to be visualized from any source with a database adaptor.
Since GeoChart’s data model is generic, the only requirement for using GeoChart is
to transfer custom data to this generic data model C.2. The data model allows the
definition of data types, which are shown in the same output map, e.g., different
torrents being shared at the same day.
Figure C.2 shows the data base layout. The Type table is used to define the types
of data in theData table. The label and unit attributes are displayed in the UI. The
Data table contains the actual values per type, day, and country. The Country and
Continents tables contain country and continent names that are used in the map,
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